WHY CRIMINOLOGISTS SHOULD STUDY TERRORISM

Richard Rosenfeld
University of Missouri-St. Louis

The idea that “everything has changed” since September 11, 2001, is a popular cliché. In reality, everything remains very much the same, including criminology. However inaccurate, the cliché serves an important intellectual function by requiring criminologists to defend the status quo. If “everything” is different, how do we explain the sameness of criminology? Why haven’t we embraced the study of terrorism? Terrorism is a form of interpersonal violence, we study interpersonal violence, so even in the absence of the events of September 11, the burden must be on those who would reject terrorism as an appropriate, if not necessary, subject for criminological theory and research.

Most criminologists and other students of interpersonal violence do not believe terrorism has much in common with street crime, youthful aggression, drug markets, domestic abuse, or the other subjects we feel comfortable addressing. Admittedly, there does seem to be an emerging acknowledgement that criminologists should study terrorism, if only because nearly everybody else thinks we ought to have something to say about the topic. Whether this grudging acceptance of terrorism in the field has anything to do with the vast shift in federal funding priorities over the past year is, as we say, an empirical question. But we should welcome the study of terrorism for intellectual and not just practical or political reasons. Studying terrorism will enrich our explanations of the topics we prefer to study, and we have contributions to make that come from no other scholarly community.

A decent case for the criminological study of terrorism can be built on the reasons we typically use for casting terrorism beyond the pale of our standard explanations, data, and modes of inquiry. Here I confine my attention to studying the etiology of terrorist violence. The case for investigating other relevant topics, such as the social response to terrorism, also can and should be developed.

The Intellectual Objections to Studying Terrorism

1. Terrorism is qualitatively different from the forms of violence we study. We study “common” violence. Terrorism is the opposite.

   Really? Until very recently, “terrorism” per se was not a crime. Even now, terrorists generally are arrested and tried on murder, assault, and weapons charges, not to mention mail fraud, theft, illegal financial transactions, immigration violations, and other “common” crimes. We do study criminal violence and other crimes, so why not terrorism?

   Perhaps the idea is that terrorism is “uncommon” in the sense of being an exceedingly rare phenomenon and therefore not open to our favored modes of empirical investigation. However, homicide is rare, stranger homicide rarer still, and we have an entire journal devoted to studying homicide and its subtypes. Besides, acts of terrorism are not inherently infrequent. They vary over time and space like other violent acts. In principle, explaining the variation in terrorist violence is no different than explaining the
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2002 ASA Section Award Winners

BERNARD P. COHEN, Stanford University, was awarded the Cooley-Mead Award by the ASA section on Social Psychology.

DANA L. HAYNIE, The Ohio State University, was awarded the James Short Award by the ASA section on Crime, Law, and Deviance, for “Delinquent Peers Revisited: Does Network Structure Matter? (American Journal of Sociology, 1991).

KIMBERLY RICHMAN, University of California, Irvine, was awarded the Sally Hacker Graduate Student Paper Award by the ASA Section on Sex and Gender for ‘Lovers, Legal Strangers, and Parents Negotiating Parental and Sexual Identity in Family Law

JAMES D. ORCUTT, Florida State University, received an Excellence in Teaching Award, for the 2001-2002 academic year.

CONFERENCE AND WORKSHOPS

IN SEARCH OF SECURITY: AN INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON POLICING AND SECURITY sponsored by the Law Commission of Canada, Feb. 19-22, 2003, Montreal. Contact the Commission at policing@lcc.gc.ca.


14th NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT, Mar. 31-Apr 5, 2003, St. Louis, Missouri. Email: 14Conf@pal-tech.com

SECOND INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON VIOLENCE IN SCHOOL: Research, Best Practices and Teacher Training, May 11-14, 2003, Quebec City Convention Center, Quebec City, Canada. For further information, email: quebec2003@agoracom.qc.ca


EUROPEAN ACADEMY OF FORENSIC SCIENCE TRI-ANNUAL MEETING: Partnerships Against Crime, September 22-27, 2003, Istanbul Convention & Exhibition Center, Turkey. For more information contact Dr. Sevil Atasoy: e-mail: adlitip@istanbul.edu.tr; meeting website: http://eafs2003.enfisi.org.
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variation in terrorist violence is no different than explaining the variation in any other sort of violence. The only difference is in the variables on the right-hand side. And until we have a testable theory of terrorism, we won’t know how different those explanatory variables are. We don’t know that our standard theories are incapable of explaining terrorism. Does specifying the frequency of terrorist violence (or support for terrorism) as a function of resource deprivation (strain), population instability (disorganization), cultural heterogeneity (culture conflict, disorganization), and “preparedness” (deterrence) strike you as a wildly implausible place to begin quantitative criminological research on terrorism? Me neither.

In any case, terrorism is not inherently rare. During the past year, do you think there have been more terrorist killings or more domestic killings, or any other kind of “criminal” homicide, in the state of Israel?

2. Terrorism does not fit our theories of violence.

I have already suggested that many of our theories may offer productive departure points for studying terrorism, but clearly terrorism does not fit easily in some of our theories. Developmental or life-course perspectives? Social control theories? Self-control theories? Yet if terrorism does not fit some theory, why blame terrorism, why not blame the theory? At the very least, contemplating terrorism as a form of violence helps to more clearly demarcate the scope conditions of our explanatory perspectives and to make us more self-conscious about exactly what it is we do study. Terrorism also forces us to confront the possibility that we have constructed theories to explain only those forms of violence that they do explain, an instance of over-fitting we might not otherwise have acknowledged or recognized. And with respect to life-course perspectives, all I can say is that any theory of aggression that emphasizes youthful hostility to authority, and does not apply to terrorism, has some explaining to do.

3. But terrorism is political violence, and our theories are intended to explain non-political violence.

Really? Conventional wisdom in criminology has it that terrorist violence, as political violence, is an intrinsically distinct phenomenon from non-political, criminal violence. What makes political violence different from non-political violence? Certainly not its collective properties, because we seem to have no trouble encompassing gang violence within our theories. Rather, it is the goal-directed character of terrorist violence that ostensibly separates it from so-called criminal violence.

But it is simply false to assume that non-political violence is not directed to the achievement of goals. All violence, as Richard Felson has pointed out, is directed toward one of two general goals: extracting something of value from someone or achieving justice by punishing wrongdoing. The first type we typically refer to as “predatory” violence, because the violent act is unprovoked. The victim of a robbery does not generally “provoke” his or her offender to attack. However, most violence, legitimate or criminal (including some robberies), is provoked by the victim, at least in the eyes of the offender. The intimate abuser provokes his victim to attack him. The abuser’s violence is provoked by his partner’s unwillingness to fulfill his every need. Bar-room brawlers are provoked by other bar-room brawlers. Gang members are provoked by other gang members. The state is provoked by the capital offender into executing him. In each instance, the violence is directed at punishing wrongdoing.

Is there any room for terrorism in this theoretical scenario? Of course there is. Terrorism is intended to punish, deter, or reform evil-doers. In that sense, it is no more or less goal- or justice-oriented than intimate-partner homicide or gang delinquency.

It might be objected that terrorism is, somehow, more “rational” than so-called senseless common violence. Nonsense. How much sense did it make for Timothy McVeigh to blow up the federal building in Oklahoma City? How rational was it to fly airplanes into the World Trade Center to promote world-wide Jihad? And if you are thinking that terrorist violence is less “impulsive” than non-terrorist violence, my thought is “so”? And your point is?

Studying Terrorism Will Enrich Criminology

There is something special about terrorist violence, but that distinctiveness, and what it teaches us about violence more generally, can be appreciated fully only by dealing with terrorism within the theoretical frameworks we use to study other forms of violence. Terrorism is justice-oriented violence—a form of “self help”—with a decidedly predatory character. Terrorists target civilian populations in order to further their political aims. Simply put, terrorists kill civilians to harm or secure the state. The persons killed in a terrorist attack typically did not provoke their killers. In that fundamental respect, terrorism is predatory violence. We do not ordinarily think of predatory violence as justice-oriented. Terrorism is boundary-crossing violence, deviant violence, which is precisely what makes it terrifying. We may not like war, but we understand it; the same goes for robbery. We may not “understand” terrorism within the strictures of our current theories, but that is not terrorism’s fault or, finally, the fault of the theories. It is our fault, our poverty of intellectual imagination, that prevents us from studying terrorism right alongside other forms of predatory or justice-oriented violence. Studying terrorism refines our theories by reminding us that some types of violence cross what we had regarded as inviolable conceptual borders. But our theories also enrich the study of terrorism, because we bring an understanding of
the purposeful nature of all types of interpersonal violence to the study of so-called political violence.

So, there is nothing alien about terrorism that should cause criminologists to reject it. We choose not to study it for reasons that have little to do with science, especially for a scientific community that prides itself on being interdisciplinary. We do not study terrorism for reasons of custom and ritual. To borrow an old gag from Thomas Szasz, from a scientific standpoint, the difference between terrorism and common violence is the difference between holy water and water. The basic properties are the same; the difference is whether we regard the violence as sacred and unknowable, or profane. There is nothing sacred about terrorism.

1 A version of this essay was presented at the 2002 summer meeting of the National Consortium on Violence Research, St. Augustine, Florida, June 13, 2002.
2 See the National Research Council's recent report Making the Nation Safer: The Role of Science and Technology in Countering Terrorism (National Academy Press, 2002), chapter 9, for an important initial effort. Significantly, the report contains no reference to criminology or criminologists.
3 Criminologists of all people should be skeptical of the highly trained, thoroughly indoctrinated and disciplined terrorist "soldier." For example, by mid-2002 Palestinian suicide-bombers had become a rather heterogeneous lot, and some clearly did decide on impulse to carry out attacks in Israel. Here is the case of a young female attacker who at the last minute decided to turn back: "She did not go through months, or even weeks of indoctrination. She has no connection to the militantly Islamic groups… that once orchestrated such attacks. She received little more preparation than a demonstration of how to push a button. Her case is becoming typical" (Bennet, J., "The One Who Didn't," International Herald Tribune, June 22-23, 2002, pp. 1,4). And then there was the fellow who tried lighting his shoe on an airplane. The act may not have been impulsive but in all other respects seems uncannily like the typical street crime.

******************************************************************************

RAND Criminal Justice Reorganized in to RAND Public Safety and Justice

RAND is pleased to announce that its Criminal Justice research unit has been reorganized in to RAND Public Safety and Justice. This reorganization reflects increasing involvement in recent years in public safety issues that transcend criminal justice, including illegal immigration and border control; domestic counterterrorism; terrorism preparedness, and threat and vulnerability management; and emergency first-response capability. Jack Riley will continue as Director of RAND Public Safety and Justice, with Susan Turner as Associate Director for Research and Quality Coordinator, and Andrew Morral serving as Associate Director in RAND’s Washington area office.

Research within RAND Public Safety and Justice has been reorganized into three centers: Criminal Justice Center (headed by Susan Turner), Drug Policy Research Center (a joint effort with RAND Health, headed by Martin Iuchi), and Public Safety Center (headed by acting director, Russ Glenn).

RAND will continue its longstanding commitment to careful analysis of important criminal justice policy questions. For more information, please see: http://www.rand.org/psj/index.html

******************************************************************************

PRENTICE-HALL - INTRO TO CRIMINOLOGY

Prentice-Hall is looking for a team of women to author an Intro to Criminology text. If you are interested in this project, please contact: Kathleen Cameron, Social Science Department, Pittsburg State University, Pittsburg, KS 6672. Office phone: 620/235-4320; E-mail: kcameron@pittstate.edu
Immediate acclaim for
EXECUTIONER'S CURRENT

Richard Moran's “riveting”* book about Thomas Edison, George Westinghouse and the invention of the electric chair

THE AMAZING STORY of how the development of the electric chair, originally inspired by the search for a more humane way of execution, actually resulted from an effort by one 19th-century electric company—run by Edison—to discredit the other—run by Westinghouse.

“Fascinating reading
[from] the drama of the power companies' competition [to] the trial and execution of the first man to die in the electric chair, and the history of the capital punishment debate in the United States.”
—BOOKLIST

*“A terrific book, A wise and compelling account
of an episode in American history that speaks to some of today's most deeply held beliefs about capital punishment...A riveting story.”
—AUSTIN SARAT, author of When the State Kills: Capital Punishment and the American Condition

“Scrupulously documented...
Written with care and lucidity”—HUGO ADAM BEDAU, author of The Death Penalty in America

“Moran is a wonderful storyteller
...Edison's attempt to make Westinghouse into America's Dr. Guillotine is worth reading by everyone who cares about business ethics, the death penalty, and justice.”
—ALAN M. DERSHOWITZ

“Richard Moran’s research is meticulous, his writing is superb, and his scholarship is unusually insightful.”
—MICHAEL L. RADELET, author of In Spite of Innocence

Just published by Knopf www.aaknopf.com
IN MEMORIUM

JOHN PAUL KENNEY
1920 – 2002
ASC President, 1957-1959

Dr. John Paul Kenney died early in the morning of Halloween 2002 of heart failure, he was 82. Jack/JP had not been ailing for long, but he had been hospitalized for the previous month. As a founder of the American Society of Criminology he also served as one of its first presidents. His gruff sense of humor, his laugh, his unyielding kindness, warmth, and devotion to his profession, his family, and his God are the things those of us he touched will miss about him. His contributions to the growth of academic criminology and criminal justice are singular. He will be remembered as a dedicated scholar, loyal colleague, and trusted friend. His life was all about “stamping out ignorance.” He refused to accept mediocrity. The worst sin any of his students or his friends could commit was apathy or less than total commitment. Thinking that less than your best effort would slip past him led to being on the receiving end of one of his “prayer meetings.” JP did not suffer fools lightly but was as quick with a home cooked meal as he was an admonition.

Jack was literally born and raised on a farm outside Morristown, South Dakota; took his undergraduate degree at the University of California, Berkeley; became a Berkeley California police officer; was a naval communications officer in the Pacific during World War II; received his doctorate from UCLA; became a professor at the University of Southern California’s Department of Public Administration; was appointed to and became president of the Los Angeles Board of Police Commissioners; served as Deputy Director of the California Department of Criminal Justice’s Division of Law Enforcement; returned to the academy to direct graduate studies at California State University Long Beach’s Department of Criminal Justice; and fulfilled a long-time dream by creating August Vollmer University, a unique criminal justice only graduate education institution. This diversity of experience and blend of practical, academic, and policy positions attests to his commitment and devotion to all things related to criminal justice. He was preceded in death by his first wife Dorothy, and is survived by his current wife Helen, his sons, Rick, Ron, and Roger, daughter Diane, their children, and grandchildren.

Dan Okada

* * * * * * * * * * * * *

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CRIME ANALYSTS (IACA)

The International Association of Crime Analysts (IACA) announces its intention to publish a comprehensive handbook of critical analytical skills necessary to become an IACA Certified Crime Analyst. The IACA is seeking experienced professionals in the law enforcement field to write chapters for the book. Selected authors will be expected to be or become a member of IACA, contribute their topic chapter, teach at the 2003 Conference, and be prepared to instruct the training area for the IACA on an as needed basis based on demand for training in the specific topic. The IACA will pay reasonable expenses of the successful applicant to attend the 2003 Conference in Kansas City, Missouri (October 27-30) where he or she will present a training session in the competence area. Future opportunities for additional training instruction will depend upon demand.

The IACA was formed in 1990 to help crime and intelligence analysts around the world improve their skills and make valuable contacts; to help law enforcement agencies make the best use of crime analysis; and to advocate for standards of performance and technique within the profession itself. To this end the IACA is dedicated to high professional standards, to providing practical educational opportunities and to the creation of an international network for the standardization of analytic techniques. IACA membership is largely from agencies within the United States of America. International members include analysts from Australia, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, the Netherlands, South Africa, and the United Kingdom.

Additional information about the IACA, specific skill topics, author selection and topic submission procedures can be found on the web at <http://www.iaca.net>. Written inquiries will be received at IACA, PMB 318,2839 West Kennewick Avenue, Kennewick, WA 99336, USA.
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Jack Kenney exemplified, what many have strived or wanted to do and be, and that was to be a true professional. Jack did his undergraduate work at the University of California and was awarded a Ph.D. from UCLA. He was a former Berkeley, CA police officer and a consultant on juvenile control for the California Youth Authority. Jack was the past president of the City of Los Angeles Police Commission (LAPD) and a former Director of the Division of Law Enforcement, Department of Justice, State of California. He entered the teaching profession at the College of Sequoias before an extended teaching career at the University of Southern California and California State University, Long Beach. He served numerous times on accreditation panels for the Western and Northwestern Association of Schools and Colleges evaluating criminology programs offered by institutions of higher learning.

Within the field he was known as an expert on juvenile delinquency. For many years he was positively related to the Delinquency Control Institute at the University of Southern California. His well-respected text, Police Work With Juveniles has gone through numerous revisions and became the bible in that area of specialty. In order to keep this text current he has had numerous co-authors over the last two decades.

Jack was an active researcher and participated in a number of national studies. He was a consultant for the National Institute of Justice, the California Assembly, the Illinois Attorney General, and the US Children’s Bureau. He served as a recruiter for the Office of Public Safety, Agency of International Development (AID) identifying police consultants who would serve overseas. He served two (2) years in Iran as a police advisor and one of his last stints overseas was in Bangkok, Thailand as the keynote speaker at the First International Conference on Peace Keeping, Order Maintenance and Crime Control.

Jack was the founder and President of August Vollmer University, a private institution that offered degrees in criminology through the doctorate. Its student body was primarily in-service personnel from local and federal agencies. Courses were offered in Sacramento and Southern California. The University focused on students, their needs, and the preparation of professional criminal justice personnel. Jack was especially gifted at relating to students and was viewed as someone that you could turn to for counsel and assistance. His graduate students will remember, with fondness, the weekends spent at his mountain home in Blue Jay, CA. presenting and defending their research projects.

Jack was a past president of the American Society of Criminology (ASC) and a member of a small group of professors who founded the International Association of Police Professors; this latter organization evolved into the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences (ACJS). His texts included Police Administration, and Police Planning. Additionally, he co-authored Patrol Field Problems and Solutions, Police Executive Handbook, and Principles of Investigation.

As a pioneer in the field his contributions have served as a solid foundation for the discipline of Criminology/Criminal Justice. His colleagues held Jack in high esteem and he will be missed by those who had the privilege of working with him.

Harry W. More
THE SECOND ANNUAL EUROPEAN SOCIETY OF CRIMINOLOGY CONFERENCE
TOLEDO, SPAIN – September 4-7, 2002
"Sharing Borders, Sharing a Discipline"

by

Rosemary Barberet, University of Leicester (Programme Chair)
and
Christina Rechea Alberola, Universidad de Castilla-LaMancha (Conference Organizer)

The Second Annual Conference of the European Society of Criminology in Toledo, Spain, was a huge success, not only because of the number of participants and the beautiful venue, but also because of the high quality of sessions and promising plans for further conferences and ESC related activities. The feedback from the conference has been overwhelmingly positive, and plans are underway for the 2003 conference in Helsinki, 27-30 August, 2003 (www.eurocrim2003.com). The ESC has thus established itself as the main European venue for discussing research-based criminology and the main conference, after the American Society of Criminology.

The conference was inaugurated by the Minister of Justice, Jose Maria Michavila, the Regional President of Castilla-La Mancha, Jose Bono, the Mayor of Toledo, Jose Manuel Molina Garcia, the Rector of the University of Castilla-La Mancha, Luis Arroyo Zapatero, ESC President Josine Junger-Tas and Conference Organizer Cristina Rechea Alberola. Much of the Minister’s and Regional President’s comments dealt with the importance of combating terrorism, particularly Basque Nationalist Terrorism, and referred to recent developments in Spain whereby the political party that supports ETA, Batasuna, was in the process of being illegalised. This is a particularly sensitive issue for Spain; indeed Regional President Jose Bono’s political party (PSOE, the Spanish Socialist Workers Party) was illegal under Franco’s regime. Rector Luis Arroyo, also Professor of Criminal Law, gave a lengthy and well-received speech on the history of criminology and its usefulness for informing criminal law. ESC President Josine Junger-Tas provided a gracious welcome to all ESC participants, thanking the University of Castilla-La Mancha for its hospitality, and Conference Organizer Cristina Rechea noted the important symbolism of the conference venue, the city of Toledo where for eight centuries, Muslim, Jewish and Christian cultures lived in harmony. Rechea also welcomed the 12 participants from EU Accession States for whom the ESC had spent 8000 euros in travel grants in order to encourage attendance.

ESC-Toledo attracted a total of 506 participants. 376 papers were presented on 91 panels. Four plenary sessions (on criminal justice experiments; the contribution of psychology to criminology; research on violence; and transitions and problems of crime and order) were complemented by an attractive poster session with 20 posters, a sizeable book exhibit, a restricted but fascinating visit to the new Aranjuez prison where family cells have been built where women and men who are both serving a sentence may reside with their young children, and many opportunities for meeting others, whether at refreshment breaks, over meals or at the gala dinner on the Friday evening.

Participants came from a total of 47 countries, including Albania, Argentina, Armenia, Australia, Austria, Belarus, Belgium, Canada, Croatia, Czech Republic, China, Chile, Cyprus, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Georgia, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan, Lithuania, Malta, Mexico, New Zealand, Luxembourg, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Russia, Slovakia, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Gambia, The Netherlands, Togo, Turkey, Ukraine, United Kingdom, USA and Venezuela. Most represented were the UK (122 or 25%), Spain (60 or 12%) and the USA (40 or 8%). Many leaders of other criminology associations were in attendance: Larry Sherman of the International Society of Criminology, Chris Estridge of the American Society of Criminology, Richard Bennett of the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences, Michel Born of the Association Internationale de Criminologues de Langue Francaise, Pierre Tourrier of the Association Francaise de Criminologie, and Anatoliy Zakaliuk of the Ukrainian Public Association On Criminology. Encouragingly, 91 or nearly a fifth of those attending were students.

The most popular themes at the conference were organised and white collar crime (11 panel sessions), Corrections and Alternatives to Incarceration (10 panel sessions), Policing and Social Justice (8 panel sessions) and Violence (7 panel sessions).

This year, the ESC President, the Programme Chair and the Conference Organiser were all women. This, coupled with the fact that the programme committee was 50% women and 50% men, surely had something to do with the fact that women were well represented at the conference. Forty percent of the presenters were women as were 42% of the session chairs. These numbers are relatively high compared to other criminology conferences. In addition, 25% of the plenary speakers were women.

The ESC is publishing a journal with Sage, the European Journal of Criminology (Editor: David Smith, University of Edinburgh). Currently, plans are underway for next year’s conference in Helsinki, with the theme “Crime and Crime Control in an Integrating Europe”. Abstracts are due by April 30th to Kaako Aromaa: kaako.aromaa@om.fi, Tel: +358 9 160 67881, Fax: +358 9 160 67890, Scandinavian Research Council for Criminology, HEUNI, PB 557, FIN-00121 Helsinki, Finland. ESC Membership can be gained by contacting ESC headquarters in Lausanne: Martin Killias, IPSC/BCH, UNIL, CH-1015 Lausanne, Switzerland, Martin.Killias@ips.unil.ch.
UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE

INSTITUTE OF CRIMINOLOGY

The Institute of Criminology, founded by the University of Cambridge in 1959, has a strong international reputation for academic excellence. The Institute has one of the world's most distinguished senior faculties which includes Sir Anthony Bottoms, Manuel Eisner, David Farrington, Loraine Gelsthorpe, Alison Liebling, Michael Tonry, Per-Olof Wikström, and Andrew von Hirsch. Its multi-disciplinary staff have backgrounds in criminology, sociology, psychiatry, psychology, philosophy, geography, history, and law.

Radzinowicz Library
The Institute's library is named after Sir Leon Radzinowicz, the first Director of the Institute, and has one of the world's pre-eminent criminology research collections, including a wide selection of books, papers, periodicals, and historical materials. The library holds over 50,000 books and 18,000 pamphlets, receives nearly 300 periodicals and has an aggressive acquisitions policy.

The Institute offers a wide range of graduate programmes:
- M.Phil. Degrees in Criminology or Criminological Research (the largest full-time graduate criminology course in the UK)
- Ph.D. in Criminology
- Diploma/M.St. in Applied Criminology and Police Studies
- Diploma/M.St. in Applied Criminology and Prison Studies

Students come from around the world, with very strong undergraduate records in law, or social or behavioural science subjects, or extensive professional experience in the criminal justice system. The Institute admits approximately 40 M.Phil. students and 4-8 Ph.D. students each year. A number of awards and studentships are available from the University of Cambridge, including the recently established Gates Cambridge Scholarships for non-UK citizens, and other funding bodies:

For UK Students
Arts and Humanities Research Board
University of Cambridge
Domestic Research Studentships
Millennium Scholarships
ESRC Studentships
Newton Trust Fellowships

For International Students
Cambridge Commonwealth Trust
Cambridge Overseas Trust
Cambridge European Trust
Gates Cambridge Trust
Institute of Criminology
Wakefield Scholarships
Lopez-Rey Scholarships

Further information is available from the Graduate Secretary, Institute of Criminology, University of Cambridge, 7 West Road, Cambridge, CB3 9DT, UK. Tel: 44) 1223 335363, Fax: (44) 1223 335356, email: graduate.secretary@crim.cam.ac.uk, web-site: www.crim.cam.ac.uk, www.admin.cam.ac.uk/offices/gradstud/
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CRIMINOLOGY
Announces
FELLOWSHIP FOR ETHNIC MINORITIES
UP TO $18,000

Deadline: March 1, 2003

ELIGIBILITY: The Fellowship is designed to encourage African American, Asian American, Latino, and Native American students to enter the field of criminology and criminal justice. Applicants need not be members of the American Society of Criminology. Individuals studying criminology or criminal justice issues are encouraged to apply. The recipient or recipients of the Fellowship must be accepted into a program of doctoral studies.

APPLICATION PROCEDURES: A complete application package must be received no later than March 1, 2003. A complete application must contain (1) up-to-date curriculum vita; (2) indication of race or ethnicity; (3) copies of undergraduate and graduate transcripts; (4) statement of need and prospects for financial assistance for graduate study; (5) a letter describing career plans, salient experiences, and nature of interest in criminology and criminal justice; and (6) three letters of reference.

NOTIFICATION: Award(s) will be made by June 1, 2003.

Applications should be sent to: Sarah Hall, Administrator, American Society of Criminology, 1314 Kinnear Road, Suite 212, Columbus, Ohio 43212-1156.

The Society reserves the right not to award the Fellowship.

*******************************

Update Regarding the Adam's Mark Hotel Chain

The next annual meeting of the ASC will be held at the Adam's Mark Hotel in Denver, Colorado, on November 19-22, 2003. The ASC leadership has an on-going concern regarding the allegations of systemic discriminatory practices within the Adam's Mark Hotel chain. The matter continues to be the subject of significant discussion within the ASC Executive Board. Extensive conversations have been held between the ASC Executive Director and several high ranking officials within the Adam's Mark organization. Both the St. Louis chapter and the national headquarters of the NAACP have also been contacted by the ASC Executive Director. Based on all of the available information, we believe that the Adam's Mark Hotel chain has begun to aggressively address the problem, and has realized some measure of success. For example, the entire Adam's Mark chain was recently audited by Project Equality, a national civil rights organization. This three-month independent audit uncovered, "no signs of intent to discriminate," and gave the chain high marks for its "inclusiveness of women and persons of color." We urge ASC members to log on to the Adam's Mark web page and read the settlement agreement between the NAACP and the Adam's Mark as well as other Adam's Mark diversity initiatives (www.adamsmark.com/diversity.asp). While we believe that the Adam's Mark chain is functioning responsibly at this time, the ASC leadership will continue to monitor the matter and periodically update ASC members on this issue. If you have any specific questions or concerns, please contact John H. Laub, ASC President (jlaub@crim.umd.edu) and Chris Eskridge, ASC Executive Director (ceskridge2@unl.edu)
NOMINATIONS FOR ASC FELLOWS

The ASC Fellows Committee invites nominations for Fellows in the Society. This title is available to those members of the Society in good standing who have achieved distinction in criminology. The ASC Executive Board approved the following clarification of this distinction. “The honorary title “Fellow” recognizes persons who have made a scholarly contribution to the intellectual life of the discipline, whether in the form of a singular, major piece of scholarship or cumulative scholarly contributions. Longevity alone is not sufficient. In addition, a Fellow must have a significant contribution to the field through the career development of other criminologists and/or through organizational activities within the ASC.”

The names of those who have been awarded the Fellow status will be announced at the 2003 Annual Meeting and the candidates will be acknowledged by the Society with the presentation of a Certificate.

In your nominating letter, please describe the reasons for your nomination and include a copy of the nominees curriculum vitae (or make arrangements to have it sent to the Committee). All materials should be received by March 1, 2003 to:

RAYMOND PATERNOSTER
Chair, ASC Fellows Committee
Department of Criminal Justice and Criminology
2220 LeFrak Hall
University of Maryland
College Park, MD 20742-8235
301-405-4724 301-314-5939 FAX
rpaternoster@crim.umd.edu

The nominations will be reviewed by all members of the Committee and recommendations made to the Executive Board for their consideration during their Spring Board meeting. Any questions concerning eligibility or the nomination process should be directed to Professor Paternoster.

ASC FELLOW RECIPIENTS (as of November, 2002)

Freda Adler  LaMar T. Empey  Edwin M. Lemert  Edward Sagarin
Robert Agnew  Jeffrey Fagan  Alfred Lindesmith  Robert Sampson
Ronald L. Akers  David P. Farrington  Allen Liska  Frank Scarpitti
Harry E. Allen  Vernon Fox  Rolf Loeb  Thorsten Sellin
William E. Amos  Marcel Frym  Coramie Richey Mann  Lawrence W. Sherman
John Ball  Gilbert Geis  Donald E.J. MacNamara  James F. Short, Jr.
David Bayley  Don Gibbons  Joan McCord  Richard Simon
Donald Black  Jack Gibbs  Steven F. Messner  Rita Simon
Alfred Blumstein  Daniel Glaser  Albert Morris  Wesley G. Skogan
Frank Booslen  Don M. Gottfredson  Norval Morris  Jerome H. Skolnick
David Bordua  Michael Gottfredson  June Morrison  Darrell Steffensmeier
John Braithwaite  David Greenberg  Gerhard O.W. Mueller  Denis Szabo
Maureen Cain  Richard Hankey  Daniel Nagin  Charles R. Tittle
Ruth Shonle Cavan  Frank Hartung  Charles L. Newman  Hans Toch
William Chambless  Michael Hindelang  Gwynne Nettler  Michael Tony
Meda Chesney-Lind  Travis Hirsch  Arthur Niederhoffer  Austin T. Turk
Roland Chilton  C. Ronald Huff  Lloyd E. Ohlin  Charles F. Wellford
Jacob Chwast  James Incardi  J. J. Panakal  Cathy Spatz Widom
Marshall Clinard  John Irwing  Raymond Paternoster  Leslie T. Wilkins
Albert Cohen  C. Ray Jeffery  Joan Petersilia  Orlando W. Wilson
Philip J. Cook  Gary F. Jensen  Ruth D. Peterson  Ann Witte
Bruno Cormier  Douglas Kelley  Barbara Raffel Price  Marvin Wolfgang
Donald Cressey  John Kenney  Richard Quinney  Margaret A. Zahn
Francis T. Cullen, Jr.  Nicholas Kittrie  Nicole Hahn Rafter  Franklin Zimring
William Dienstein  Malcolm W. Klein  Walter Reckless  
Simon Dinitz  Solomon Kobrin  
Vladimir Eisberg  John H. Laub  
Delbert S. Elliott  Peter Lejins  Sue Titus Reid  


NOMINATIONS FOR 2003 ASC AWARDS

The ASC Awards Committee invites nominations for four major awards, to be presented at the 2003 annual meetings. In submitting your nominations, provide the following supporting materials: a letter evaluating a nominee’s contribution and its relevance to an award, and the nominee's c.v. (short version preferred) by March 1, 2003 to the appropriate committee chair. The awards:

EDWIN H. SUTHERLAND AWARD, which recognizes outstanding scholarly contributions to theory or research in criminology on the etiology of criminal and deviant behavior, the criminal justice system, corrections, law or justice. The distinguished contribution may be based on a single outstanding book or work, on a series of theoretical or research contributions, or on the accumulated contributions by a senior scholar.

Committee Chair: Ronald L. Akers
Faculty Affairs
College of Liberal Arts & Sciences
University of Florida
P.O. Box 117300
Gainesville, FL 32611
352-392-2230
352-392-3584 FAX
rla@crim.ufl.edu

THORSTEN SELLIN & SHELDON AND ELEANOR GLUECK AWARD, which recognizes outstanding scholarly contributions to the discipline of criminology by a non-North American criminologist (i.e., not U.S. or Canadian). The recipient need not speak English; however, his/her work must be available, in part at least, in the English language (either by original publication or through translation).

Committee Chair: David P. Farrington
Institute of Criminology
Cambridge University
7 West Road
Cambridge, England CB3 9DT
01144-1223-335360
01144-1223-335356 FAX
dpfl@cam.ac.uk

HERBERT BLOCH AWARD, which recognizes outstanding service contributions to the American Society of Criminology and to the professional interests of criminology.

Committee Chair: Lynne Goodstein
Honors Program
University of Connecticut
South A, Room 128
300 Mansfield Road, Unit 1147
Storrs, CT 06269-1147
860-486-4223
860-486-0222 FAX
lynne.goodstein@uconn.edu

The AUGUST VOLLMER AWARD, which recognizes a criminologist whose research scholarship has contributed to justice or to the treatment or prevention of criminal or delinquent behavior, either through a single outstanding work, or a series of theoretical or research contributions, or on the accumulated contributions by a senior scholar.

Committee Chair: Jeremy Travis
The Urban Institute
2100 M Street, NW
Washington, DC 20037
202-261-5587
202-659-8985 FAX
Jtravis@ui.urban.org
# PAST ASC AWARD RECIPIENTS

## EDWIN H. SUTHERLAND AWARD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alfred Blumstein</td>
<td>John Hagan</td>
<td>Norval Morris</td>
<td>Gresham Sykes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marshall Clinard</td>
<td>Seymour Halleck</td>
<td>Gwynne Nettler</td>
<td>Denis Szabo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albert K. Cohen</td>
<td>Travis Hirschi</td>
<td>Lloyd E. Ohlin</td>
<td>Negley Teeters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donald R. Cressey</td>
<td>C. Ray Jeffery</td>
<td>Richard Quinney</td>
<td>Charles R. Tittle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simon Dinitz</td>
<td>Malcolm W. Klein</td>
<td>Walter Reckless</td>
<td>George Vold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delbert S. Elliott</td>
<td>Solomon Kobrin</td>
<td>Albert J. Reiss, Jr.</td>
<td>Herbert Wescheler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaMar Empey</td>
<td>Edwin Lemert</td>
<td>Lee Robins</td>
<td>Leslie Wilkins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David P. Farrington</td>
<td>Alfred Lindesmith</td>
<td>Robert Sampson</td>
<td>Orlando Wilson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilbert Geis</td>
<td>Joan McCord</td>
<td>Thorsten Sellin</td>
<td>Marvin E. Wolfgang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack P. Gibbs</td>
<td>Hon. J. C. McRurer</td>
<td>Lawrence W. Sherman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## THORSTEN SELLIN & SHELDON AND ELEANOR GLUECK AWARD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Marc Ancel</td>
<td>Pat Carlen</td>
<td>Roger Hood</td>
<td>William H. Nagel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johannes Andenaes</td>
<td>Nils Christie</td>
<td>Hans H. Jescheck</td>
<td>Pat T. O’Malley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inkeri Anttila</td>
<td>Stanley Cohen</td>
<td>Josine Junger-Tas</td>
<td>Sir Leon Radzinowicz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ulla Bondeson</td>
<td>David P. Farrington</td>
<td>Hans-Juergen Kerner</td>
<td>Sholmo Shoham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony Bottoms</td>
<td>Franco Ferracuti</td>
<td>Martin Killias</td>
<td>Gordon Trasler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John B. Braithwaite</td>
<td>David Garland</td>
<td>Friedrich Losel</td>
<td>Nigel Walker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maureen Caints</td>
<td>Gordon Hawkins</td>
<td>Frederick McClintock</td>
<td>Per-Olof Wikstrom</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## HERBERT BLOCH AWARD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Freda Adler</td>
<td>Julius Debro</td>
<td>J. Robert Lilly</td>
<td>Marc Riedel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenneth Adams</td>
<td>Chris W. Eskridge</td>
<td>Donal MacNamara</td>
<td>Edward Sagarin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harry E. Allen</td>
<td>Lynne Goodstein</td>
<td>Joan McCord</td>
<td>Joseph E. Scott</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William E. Amos</td>
<td>James Hackler</td>
<td>Candace McCoy</td>
<td>Sally S. Simpson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hugh D. Barlow</td>
<td>Sarah Hall</td>
<td>Albert Morris</td>
<td>Charles F. Wellford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phyllis Jo Baunach</td>
<td>C. Ronald Huff</td>
<td>Charles Newman</td>
<td>Marjorie Zatz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meda Chesney-Lind</td>
<td>James Inciardi</td>
<td>Ruth D. Peterson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alvin W. Cohn</td>
<td>C. Ray Jeffery</td>
<td>Barbara R. Price</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## AUGUST VOLLMER AWARD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Myrl Alexander</td>
<td>James Fyfe</td>
<td>Jerome G. Miller</td>
<td>Elizabeth Stanko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony G. Amsterdam</td>
<td>Daniel Glaser</td>
<td>Norval Morris</td>
<td>James K. Stewart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judge David Bazelon</td>
<td>Sheldon/Eleanor Glueck</td>
<td>Gerhard O.W. Mueller</td>
<td>Herbert Sturz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hugo Adam Bedau</td>
<td>Don M. Gottfredson</td>
<td>Patrick Murphy</td>
<td>Hans Toch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Bennett</td>
<td>Peter Greenwood</td>
<td>Vincent O’Leary</td>
<td>Jeremy Travis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William J. Bowers</td>
<td>J. David Hawkins</td>
<td>Joan Petersilia</td>
<td>Hon. Joseph Tydings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allen Breed</td>
<td>John Keith Irwin</td>
<td>Hon. J. Adrien Robert</td>
<td>Patricia Wald</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee Brown</td>
<td>Barry Krisberg</td>
<td>Milton Rector</td>
<td>Benjamin Ward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russell/Rebecca Dobash</td>
<td>Howard Leary</td>
<td>Sol Rubin</td>
<td>Marvin E. Wolfgang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judge George Edwards</td>
<td>Austin MacCormick</td>
<td>E. Preston Sharp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caleb Foote</td>
<td>Richard A. McGee</td>
<td>Jerome Skolnick</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NOMINATIONS FOR 2003

MICHAEL J. HINDELANG AWARD

For the Most Outstanding Contribution to Criminology

The American Society of Criminology has established the Michael J. Hindelang Award, to be given annually for a book published during the previous two to three years that makes the most outstanding contribution to research in criminology. To be considered, a book must be nominated by an individual, as opposed to a corporate, member of the ASC. The Committee will not consider anthologies and/or edited volumes. The Award will be presented during the annual meeting of the Society. The Executive Board may decide not to give the Award in a given year.

The Award Committee is soliciting nominations for the Michael J. Hindelang Award. To nominate a book, please send the title of the book, its authors, the publisher, the year of the publication, and a brief discussion of your reasons for the recommendation to the Awards Committee. The deadline for receiving nominations is February 15, 2003. Send your nomination to:

THOMAS J. BERNARD, CHAIR
Michael J. Hindelang Award Committee
Crime, Law and Justice
Pennsylvania State University
917 Oswald Tower
University Park, PA 16802-6215
814-863-0132
814-863-7216 FAX
Tjb6@psu.edu

RUTHER SHONLE CAVAN YOUNG SCHOLAR AWARD

Sponsored by Wadsworth Publishing Co.

This Award will be given to recognize outstanding scholarly contributions to the discipline of criminology by someone who has received the Ph.D., MD, LLD, or a similar graduate degree no more than 5 years before the selection for the award (for this year the degree must have been awarded no earlier than May of 1998). The Award may be for a single work or a series of contributions, and may include coauthored works.

Those interested in being considered for the award or nominating someone for the Award should send copies of applicant’s/ nominee’s vitae and published works to:

MARK WARRAY
Department of Sociology
University of Texas at Austin
Austin, TX 78712-1088
512-232-6317
512-471-1748 FAX
Mwarray@mail.utexas.edu

Seven copies of all materials submitted in support of a nomination must be received by March 1, 2003. The person selected for the Award will receive a plaque commemorating the Award, one thousand dollars, and up to five hundred dollars toward airfare to travel to the ASC Annual Meetings.
STUDENTS - CALL FOR ENTRIES

2003 ASC GENE CARTE STUDENT PAPER COMPETITION

We invite participation in The American Society of Criminology Gene Carte Student Paper Competition. These awards are given to recognize outstanding scholarly work of students. Following are the procedures for the 2003 competition.

WHO IS ELIGIBLE

Any student currently enrolled on a full-time basis in an academic program at either the undergraduate or graduate level. Persons who are previous first place prize winners of this competition are ineligible.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR PAPERS

No paper may be submitted to more than one ASC student competition for the same year. Any paper that has previously won any prize in any ASC competition is ineligible for submission to another ASC competition. Papers may be conceptual and/or empirical but must be directly related to criminology. Papers must be typewritten, double-spaced on 8-1/2x11 white paper, and no longer than 7,500 words. The CRIMINOLOGY format for the organization of text, citations and references should be used. Authors' names, departments and advisors (option) must appear ONLY on the title page, since papers will be evaluated anonymously. The next page of the manuscript should include the title and a 100-word abstract. The author must submit EIGHT copies of the manuscript, accompanied by a letter indicating the author's enrollment status and co-signed by the dean, department chair or program director.

DEADLINE: Papers must be submitted with a postmarked on or before April 15, 2003 to:

PAMELA K. LATTIMORE
Crime, Justice Policy and Behavior
Research Triangle Institute
P.O. ox 12194, 3040 Cornwallis Road
Research Triangle Park, NC 27709-2194
919/485-7759 919/485-7700 FAX
lattimore@rti.org

PROCEDURES FOR JUDGING ENTRIES

The Student Awards Committee will rate entries according to criteria such as the quality of the conceptualization, significance of the topic, clarity and aptness of methods, quality of the writing, command of relevant work in the field, and contribution to criminology. The Committee's award determinations will be final.

AWARDS

The 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place papers will be awarded prizes of $500, $300, and $200, respectively and will be eligible for presentation at the 2003 meeting of The American Society of Criminology in Denver, Colorado, November 19-22, 2003. The 1st prize winner also will be granted a travel award to the meeting. The Committee may decide that no entry is of sufficient quality to declare a winner. Fewer than three awards may be given. Prize-winning students will be acknowledged at the Annual Meeting Awards Ceremony.

NOTIFICATION OF AWARDS

The author(s) of entries selected by the judges for awards will be notified in writing by August 1, 2003.
WESTERN SOCIETY OF CRIMINOLOGY ANNUAL MEETING
February 20-23, 2003
Vancouver, B.C.

Come join the Western Society of Criminology in 2003 in Vancouver, B.C. for the 30th Annual Conference of the WSC. The conference will be held on February 20-23, 2003. The meetings will be held at the Sutton Place, a 5-star hotel in the heart of downtown Vancouver. Room rates will be $169 Canadian or about $100 U.S. Check out our website for further information: http://www.sonom.edu/cja/wsc/wscmain.html.

****************************************************
IN SEARCH OF SECURITY: AN INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON POLICING AND SECURITY
Sponsored by the Law Commission of Canada
February 19-22, 2003, Montreal, Quebec

The purpose of In Search of Security is to bring together the world’s leading experts on policing and security to examine the complex relationship that is emerging between public and private police. The program will be designed to examine the provision of security from a variety of disciplines, and through both theoretical and empirical lenses. For more information about the conference, please contact the Commission at: policing@lcc.gc.ca or dcooley@lcc.gc.ca.

****************************************************
CAMPBELL COLLABORATION COLLOQUIUM 2003
February 27-28, 2003
Hotel Hilton Stockholm Slussen
Stockholm, Sweden

The Campbell Collaboration is an emerging international effort that aims to help people make well-informed decisions by preparing, maintaining and promoting access to systematic reviews of studies on the effects of social and behavioral interventions. We are pleased to announce the Third Annual Collaboration Colloquium to be held on Thursday and Friday, February 27-28, 2003 at the Hotel Hilton Stockholm Slussen in Stockholm, Sweden.

****************************************************
DIVISION NEWS

The Division on People of Color and Crime thanks all of you who supported our panels, meetings, and symposium. Our guest speaker, Dr. Manning Marable, was excellent. We were honored that he continued his discussion with our group for about two hours after the symposium ended.

I am also pleased to introduce the 2003 Board of the DPCC. They are:

Stephanie Bush-Baskette – Chair
Ramiro Martinez – Vice Chair
Nancy Rodriguez – Secretary

Delores Jones-Brown, Executive Counselor
Katheryn Russell, Executive Counselor
Monique W. Morris, Executive Counselor

I look forward to working with each of them this coming year.

I urge all of you to join and participate in the Division. For those of you who are members, please remember to pay your dues. Although the amount is nominal, collectively the funds allow us to subsidize each ticket purchased for the symposium by approximately $20.00. The ticket plus the subsidy covers only the cost of each meal.

Additionally, we have several committees that you may join. Please contact me at sbushbask@aol.com or 850-894-0364 for additional information. I look forward to working with you on behalf of the division on People of Color and Crime.

Stephanie R. Bush-Baskette, JD, PhD
DPCC Chairperson
The 2003 Annual Meeting of the American Society of Criminology will be held from Wednesday, November 19 through Saturday, November 22, 2003. The 2003 Program solicits papers for presentation in five broadly defined areas:

**THEORY** – Theories of Offending, Theories of Victimization, Theories of Criminal Justice

**RESEARCH METHODS** – Quantitative Methods, Qualitative Methods, Cross-National/Comparative/Historical Methods, Research Syntheses and Meta-Analyses

**OFFENDERS AND VICTIMS** – Research on Groups, Research on Organizations, Research on Types of Crime

**PREVENTION AND INTERVENTION** – Early Prevention in Families, Schools, and Communities; Innovations and Experiments in Policing, Courts, and Corrections; Diffusion and Dissemination: Translating Research into Policy and Practice

**CRIMINAL JUSTICE POLICY** – Police, Courts, Corrections, Juvenile Justice

All submissions for papers presented are due by **March 1**, for four types of sessions:

1. **Thematic Sessions**, based on peer-reviewed 5 page “previews”
2. **Regular Sessions**, based on title and abstract
3. **Poster Sessions**, based on title and abstract
4. **Round Tables**, based on title and abstract

**Thematic Sessions** will feature papers that have demonstrated substantial preparation, although not completed, by the March 1 deadline. A five-page "preview" of Thematic Session papers should be submitted by March 1, 2003, in whatever form is appropriate for the substance of the paper, such as the research question or the discussion question, research design or data analysis, theoretical methods, a clear method of analysis, and some preliminary results or conclusions. Each preview will be reviewed by one of the members of the Program Committee. Papers not accepted for Thematic Sessions will be returned to authors for revision and re-review, or assigned to a Regular Session. All accepted five-page previews submitted by individuals will be combined with other relevant papers into Thematic Sessions formed by the Program Committee. Participants are encouraged to submit proposals for entire Thematic Sessions, focused on a specific topic, theme, or issue. In order to encourage more interaction with session audiences, we suggest that each panel contain no more than four papers or three papers and a discussant for the 90 minute session.
Regular Sessions require only the submission of an abstract and title by March 1, 2003. Participants are encouraged to submit proposals that would form an entire panel session focused on a specific topic, theme or issue. Like Thematic Sessions, in order to encourage more interaction with session audiences, we suggest that each panel contain no more than four papers or three papers and a discussant for the 90 minute session. Please be aware that Round Tables will be the venue for all papers submitted after March 1, 2003.

Poster Sessions will be held on Thursday afternoon, November 20, 2003. Poster sessions should display data, policy analyses or theoretical work in a visually appealing poster format to encourage more interactive communication. ASC will provide no AV equipment for these sessions. Authors should submit a title and abstract by March 1, 2003.

Round Tables will consist of three to six presenters on related topics/themes organized either by the Program Committee or by participants in Participant-Formed Round Tables. Submissions should include an abstract and title. ASC will provide no AV equipment for these sessions. Round Tables will be the venue for all papers submitted after March 1, 2003.

Operating Rules:

The “two appearance” rule will apply: ONLY ONE FIRST AUTHOR PRESENTATION and one other appearance as chair or discussant; unlimited appearances as co-author. This rule was suspended for the 2002 meeting, but is back in force for the 2003 meeting.

Individual submissions for Thematic Sessions, Regular Sessions, and Round Tables should be submitted to one and only one member of the program committee in the substantive area that most closely matches the topic of the paper. If unsure who to send materials to, please send them to one and only one of the AREA CHAIRS. Individual submissions for Thematic Sessions will be peer-reviewed by the member of the Program Committee that receives the material.

Fully completed Thematic Sessions, Regular Sessions, and Round Tables should be submitted to either one and only one member of the program committee or to the Area Chair in the substantive area that most closely matches the topic of your panel or roundtable. Fully completed Thematic Sessions will be peer-reviewed by the member of the Program Committee that receives the material.

All Poster Sessions should be submitted directly to the AREA CHAIR in the substantive area that most closely matches the topic of your poster presentation.

See Figure 1 for a summary.

How to Submit Materials:

Paper or electronic submissions will be accepted. For electronic submissions, include all required information in the body of the email as opposed to a separate attachment.

On-Line Convention Registration:
This option may be available for the 2003 meetings. Check website (www.ASC41.com) for details.

Please direct any questions to the Program Chairs at the following email addresses:

Denise Gottfredson, University of Maryland, College Park
dgottfredson@crim.umd.edu

Sally Simpson, University of Maryland, College Park
ssimpson@crim.umd.edu

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Submission</th>
<th>What to Submit</th>
<th>Send to</th>
<th>By When</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Individual Thematic Session</td>
<td>5 - page preview</td>
<td>One (and only one) member of the Program Committee. If unsure, send to Area Chair.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual Regular Session</td>
<td>Title and Abstract</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual Round Table</td>
<td>Title and Abstract</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete Thematic Sessions</td>
<td>5 - page preview for each paper</td>
<td></td>
<td>March 1, 2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete Regular Sessions</td>
<td>Title and Abstract for each paper</td>
<td></td>
<td>Area Chair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete Round Tables</td>
<td>Title and Abstract for each paper</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poster Sessions</td>
<td>Title and Abstract</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
AREA 1: THEORY

Chair: Karen Heimer, University of Iowa  
karen-heimer@uiowa.edu

- Theories of Offending – Biological, Psychological, Control, Economic, Life Course, Social Learning, Critical, Feminist, Community, Strain, Anomie, and Integrative

  Gregg Barak, Eastern Michigan University  
soc_barak@online.emich.edu
  Chet Britt, Arizona State University  
clbritt@asu.edu
  Meda Chesney-Lind, University of Hawaii at Manoa  
meda@hawaii.edu
  Bob Crutchfield, University of Washington  
crutch@u.washington.edu
  Diana Fishbein, Research Triangle Institute  
dfishbein@rti.org
  Gary Jensen, Vanderbilt University  
jensengf@ctrvax.vanderbilt.edu
  Steven Messner, University at Albany  
s.messner@albany.edu
  Joanne Savage, American University  
savagejo@comcast.net
  Chris Uggen, University of Minnesota  
uggen@atlas.socscl.umn.edu
  Brad Wright, University of Connecticut  
bradley.wright@uconn.edu

- Theories of Victimization

  Ronet Bachman, University of Delaware  
ronet@udel.edu
  Charisse Coston, University of North Carolina, Charlotte  
ccoston@email.uncc.edu
  Leslie Kennedy, Rutgers University, Newark  
kennedy@andromeda.rutgers.edu
  Ross MacMillan, University of Minnesota  
macmilla@atlas.socscl.umn.edu
  Barbara Warner, Eastern Kentucky University  
barbara.warner@acs.eku.edu

- Theories of Criminal Justice

  Tom Bernard, Pennsylvania State University  
tjb6@psu.edu
  Susan Martin, National Institutes of Health  
smartin@nih.gov
  Stephen Mastrofski, George Mason University  
smastrof@gmu.edu
  Jonathan Simon, University of Miami  
jsimon@law.miami.edu
  Dennis Sullivan, Institute for Economic & Restorative Justice  
gezellig@global2000.net
AREA 2: RESEARCH METHODS

Chair: Ruth Peterson, Ohio State University

- Quantitative Methods

Bobby Brame, University of South Carolina
Ken Land, Duke University
David McDowall, University at Albany
Wayne Osgood, Pennsylvania State University

- Qualitative Methods

George Bridges, University of Washington
Peggy Giordano, Bowling Green State University
Merry Morash, Michigan State University
Mercer Sullivan, Rutgers University, Newark

- Cross-national/Comparative/Historical Methods

Paul Friday, University of North Carolina, Charlotte
John Hagedorn, University of Illinois at Chicago
Susanne Karstedt, Keele University, UK
Mitchel Roth, Sam Houston State University
Ray Teske, Sam Houston State University

- Research Syntheses and Meta-Analyses

James Derzon, Pacific Institute for Research and Evaluation
Stacy Najaka, University of Maryland, College Park
Pat Tolan, University of Illinois at Chicago
David Wilson, George Mason University

peterson5@osu.edu
bramer@gwm.sc.edu
kland@soc.duke.edu
mcdowall@csc.albany.edu
wosgood@psu.edu
bridges@u.washington.edu
pgiorda@bgnet.bgsu.edu
morashm@msu.edu
mercers@andromeda.rutgers.edu
pfriday@email.uncc.edu
huk@uic.edu
s.karstedt@crim.keele.ac.uk
iccmpr@shsu.edu
teske@shsu.edu
derzon@pire.org
sskroban@crim.umd.edu
tolan@uic.edu
dwilsonb@gmu.edu
AREA 3: OFFENDERS AND VICTIMS

Chair: Michael Benson, University of Cincinnati

- Research on Groups
  Scott Decker, University of Missouri-St. Louis
  Eloise Dunlap, N.D.R.I., Inc.
  James Howell, National Youth Gang Center
  Cheryl Maxson, University of California, Irvine

- Research on Organizations
  Jay Albanese, National Institute of Justice
  Henry Pontell, University of California, Irvine
  Kip Schlegel, Indiana University, Bloomington
  Peter Yeager, Boston University

- Research on Types of Crime
  Henry Brownstein, National Institute of Justice
  Liquin Cao, Eastern Michigan University
  Karen Parker, University of Florida
  Claire Renzetti, St. Joseph's University
  Helene White, Rutgers University

Michael.Benson@uc.edu
c1911@umsl.edu
eloise.dunlap@ndri.org
buddyhowell@nc.rr.com
cmaxson@uci.edu

justiceworks@yahoo.com
hnponTEL@uci.edu
schlegel@indiana.edu
pcyeager@bu.edu

brownsth@ojp.usdoj.gov
soc_cao@online.cmich.edu
kparker@crim.ufl.edu
crenzeti@sju.edu
hewhite@rci.rutgers.edu
AREA 4: CRIME PREVENTION AND INTERVENTION

Chair: Richard Catalano, University of Washington
catalano@u.washington.edu

- Early Prevention in Families, Schools, and Communities

Peter Greenwood, Greenwood & Associates, Inc. pmsgreenwood@earthlink.net
J. David Hawkins, University of Washington jdh@u.washington.edu
Dennis Rosenbaum, University of Illinois at Chicago dennisr@uic.edu
Magda Stouthamer-Loeber, University of Pittsburgh stouthamerloeberm@msx.upmc.edu

- Innovations and Experiments in Policing, Courts, and Corrections

Troy Armstrong, California State University, Sacramento troy@saclink.csus.edu
Adele Harrell, The Urban Institute aharrell@ui.urban.org
Lorraine Green Mazerolle, Griffith University, Australia l.mazerolle@mailbox.gu.edu.au
Susan Turner, RAND Corporation susan_turner@rand.org

- Diffusion and Dissemination: Translating Research into Policy and Practice

William Barton, Indiana University Purdue University at Indianapolis wbarton@iupui.edu
Becky Block, Illinois Criminal Justice Information Authority bblock@icjia.state.il.us
Finn-aage Esbensen, University of Missouri-St. Louis esbensen@umsl.edu
Sharon Mihalic, University of Colorado, Boulder sharon.mihalic@colorado.edu
Chris Ringwalt, Pacific Institute for Research and Evaluation ringwalt@pire.org
AREA 5: CRIMINAL JUSTICE POLICY

Chair: Candace McCoy, Rutgers University, Newark
      cmccoy@andromeda.rutgers.edu

  •  Police

Jack Greene, Northeastern University
  jack_greene@neu.edu
Michael Vaughn, Georgia State University
  mvaughn@gsu.edu
David Weisburd, Hebrew University
  msefrat@mscc.huji.ac.il

  •  Courts

Celesta Albonetti, University of Iowa
  celesta-albonetti@uiowa.edu
Kathleen Ferraro, Arizona State University
  kathleen.ferraro@asu.edu
David Ford, Indiana University at Indianapolis
  daford@iupui.edu
Joachim Savelsberg, University of Minnesota
  savelsbg@soc.umn.edu

  •  Corrections

Gerald Gae, National Institute of Justice
  ggaes@comcast.net
Kay Harris, Temple University
  mk@astro.ocis.temple.edu
Edward Latessa, University of Cincinnati
  edward.latessa@uc.edu
Dina Rose, Women’s Prison Association
  drose@wpaonline.org

  •  Juvenile Justice

Phil Harris, Temple University
  phil.harris@temple.edu
Patricia Jenkins, Temple University
  phjenkins@worldnet.att.net
Kimberly Kempf-Leonard, University of Texas at Dallas
  kleonard@utdallas.edu
Simon Singer, Northeastern University
  s.singer@neu.edu
THE INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY OF CRIMINOLOGY announces a call for papers for the
THIRTEENTH WORLD CONGRESS OF CRIMINOLOGY
to be held in
RIO DE JANAIRE, BRAZIL
August 17-22, 2003
on the theme of
REDUCING CRIME AND PROMOTING JUSTICE: Challenges to Science, Policy and Practice
and for the
FOURTEENTH WORLD CONGRESS OF CRIMINOLOGY
to be held in
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA, USA
August 6-12, 2005

Please send inquiries, paper titles and proposals for panels for one or both Congresses to the following chairs of the program areas.

Address all general inquiries to the President of the ISC Scientific Commission, Professor Tony Peters of the Catholic University of Leuven, Belgium (tony.peters@law.kuleuven.ac.be)

Program Area Chair:
CRIME AND DEMOCRATIZATION
ROSEMARY BARBERET, BARBERET@CICA.COM

COMMUNITY JUSTICE
HANS BOUTELLIER,
J.C.J.BOUTELLIER@WODC.MNJUST.NL

DRUGS AND CRIME
SERGE BROCHU, BROCHUS@ERE.MONTREAL.CA

CLINICAL CRIMINOLOGY
ANNE-MARIE FAVARD-DRILLAUD, ANNE-
MARIE.FAVARD@WANADOO.FR

CRIME AND SOCIAL CAPITAL
UBERTO GATTI, CRIMINOC.UNIGE.IT

VICTIMOLOGY
JIANIN GUO, JCPM@PUBLIC.BTA.NET.CN

CORRECTIONS
OLE INGSTRUP, OLE.INGSTRUP@NHQ.CSC.S

CRIMINOLOGY AS A PROFESSION
MIXOS LEVAY, OGLM@SILVER.UNI-MISKOLC.HU

ORGANIZATIONAL CRIME
SETSUO MIYAZAWA,
MIYAZAWA@ROSE.ROKKADAR.KOBE

GENDER AND CRIME
SUE MOODY, S.R.MOODY@DUNDEE.AC.UK

ALTERNATIVE JUSTICE
LUIS RODRIGUEZ-MANZANERA,
LUROMA@THEMIS.DEREGO.UNAM

SOCIAL NETWORKS AND CRIME
JERZY SARNECKI, JERZY.SARNECKI@CRIM.SU.SE

VICTIM POLICY
LESLIE SEBBA, FAX 011-972-25-88-17-25

CORRUPTION
ALENA SELIH, ALENA.SELIH@UNI-LJ.SI

POLICING
WESLEY SKOGAN, SKOGAN@NWU.EDU

CRIMES AGAINST CHILDREN
RODICA STANOIU, STANOIU@UNIX1.SENAT.RO

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
GIOVANNI TRAVERSO, TRAVERSO@UNISI.IT

CRIME AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
RICHARD TREMBLAY, FAX 514-343-6962

PSYCHOANALYSIS, JUSTICE AND THERAPY
ALFREDO VERDE, ALVERDE@KATAMAIL.COM

RESTORATIVE JUSTICE
ELMAR WEITEKAMP, ELMAR.WEITEKAMP@UNI-
TUEBINGEN.DE

NATIONAL RESEARCH INSTITUTES ON
CRIME
PAUL WILES, RDS.HQ@GTNET.GOV.UK

MEDIATION: PRACTICAL ISSUES
DOBROCHWA WOJCIX, FAX 011-00-48-22-826-
78-53

CRIMINOLOGY OF THE ARAB WORLD
MOHAMMED ZEID, FAX 011-003-9077-4366-
135

DESISTANCE FROM CRIMINAL
CAREERS
HANS-JUERGEN KERKNER, HANS-
JUERGEN.KERKNER@UNI-TUEBINGEN.DE

CRIME, TRUST AND CIVIL SOCIETY
SUSANNE KARSTEDT, KARSTEDTS@AOL.COM

WHITE COLLAR CRIME
PETER GRABOSKY,
PETER.GRABOSKY@ANU.EDU.AU

ECO-CRIMINOLOGY
TONY PETERS,
TONY.PETERS@WANADOO.FR

UNIVERSAL ETHICS & CRIMINOLOGY
ANTONIO BERESTAJIN, SZOVAC@SZ.EHU.ES

COMPUTER CRIME
PETER GRABOSKY,
PETER.GRABOSKY@ANU.EDU.AU

THE INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY OF CRIMINOLOGY
LAWRENCE W. SHERMAN, PRESIDENT, LWS@POBOX.UPENN.EDU

GEORGES PECIA, SECRETARY-GENERAL, CRIM.SEC@WANADOO.FR
POSITION ANNOUNCEMENTS

THE CRIMINOLOGIST will regularly feature in these columns position vacancies available in organizations and universities, as well as positions sought by members of the Society. A charge of $150.00 with the absolute maximum of 250 words allowed will be made. A charge will of $75.00 will be charged to institutional members of ASC to place a position announcement in the newsletter.

It is the policy of the ASC to publish position vacancies announcements only from those institutions or agencies which subscribe to equal education and employment opportunities and those which encourage women and minorities to apply.

Institutions should indicate the deadline for the submission of application materials.

To place announcements in THE CRIMINOLOGIST, send all material to: Sarah Hall, ASC, 1314 Kinnear Road, Suite 212, Columbus, OH 43212-1156. Telephone (614)292-9207, Fax (614)292-6767.

When sending announcements, please include a phone number, fax number and contact person in the event we have questions about an ad.

The Professional Employment Exchange will be a regular feature at each Annual Meeting. Prospective employers and employees should register with the Society no later than three weeks prior to the Annual Meeting of the Society. The cost is $100 to register online at www.asc41.com/employpp.html. Dr. Ken Adams (kedams@iupui.edu) is in charge of the website Employment Exchange.

AMERICAN UNIVERSITY

American University’s School of Public Affairs invites applications for a full-time, tenure-line faculty position at the rank of Assistant Professor in its Department of Law and Society for the 2003-2004. Candidates with a teaching and research interest in race and justice are sought. Candidates must show evidence of professional and scholarly excellence as well as a commitment to service in urban communities in keeping with university standards. Review of applications will begin November 1, and continue until the position is filled. Interested candidates should send a letter of interest and a current curriculum vitae, teaching evaluations, and three letters of reference to: Chair, Race and Justice Search Committee, School of Public Affairs, Office of the Dean, American University, 4400 Massachusetts Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 20016-8202. American University is an AA/EOE university committed to a diverse faculty, staff and student body. Minority and women candidates are strongly encouraged to apply.

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, HAYWARD

The Department of Criminal Justice Administration seeks applications for a full time tenure-track position available 9/03. Review of applications will begin 11/26/02. Position will be considered until filled. QUALIFICATIONS: Candidates must hold the Ph.D. (or equiv.) degree in Criminal Justice or related field by the time of appointment. Criminal Justice experience, demonstrated teaching excellence (teaching experience at the university level), and strong research accomplishments/potential preferred. RANK AND SALARY: Assistant Professor. Salary is dependent upon educational preparation and experience. Subject to budgetary authorization. DUTIES: Primary teaching areas are: evidence, investigation, community relations, crime prevention/control and corrections. In addition to teaching, all faculty have advising responsibilities, assist the department with administrative and/or committee work, and are expected to assume campus-wide committee responsibilities. Responsibilities will also include: work with student clubs, research, and university/community service and representation. SUBMIT: letter of application, current vita, most recent publications (no more than 2); graduate transcripts, and three letters of recommendation to Dr. Marc Neithercutt, Search Committee Chair, Department of Criminal Justice Administration, California State University, Hayward, 25800 Carlos Bee Blvd., Hayward, CA 94542-3044, Phone (510) 885-3590; Fax (510) 885-2529; E-mail: mneither@csuhayward.edu. POSITION #03-04 CRJA-CORRECTIONS-TT (EOE).

CALIFORNIA UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA

Faculty position, tenure track in a growing Criminal Justice Program. Salary competitive and commensurate with academic preparation and experience. Excellent fringe benefits package. Terminal degree in Criminal Justice required. California University of Pennsylvania, California, PA. Details available at www.cup.edu. Integrity, Civility and Responsibility are the core values of California University of Pennsylvania, and Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer. Women, minorities and the physically challenged are encouraged to apply.

FLORIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY

The Department of Criminology and Criminal Justice invites applications for one full-time, tenure-track Assistant Professor at our Jupiter campus and one Associate/Senior Assistant Professor at our Port St. Lucie campus, beginning September 2003. Both campuses are on the eastern coast of southern Florida. A Ph.D. in Criminology, Criminal Justice or a related field is required. Candidates will be expected to teach 3 undergraduate and/or graduate courses per semester, including criminology, criminal justice systems, justice policy, research methods and other core courses. Candidates at the Assistant level should demonstrate potential for scholarship and an active research agenda. ABDs will be considered, but Ph.D. must be completed by the time of appointment. At the Associate level, candidates should demonstrate a record of scholarship and an ongoing research agenda. J.D.s will not be considered. As both positions are at our northern campuses, the Associate/Senior Assistant will be expected to play a leadership role in program development, and both candidates will be expected to devote some time to program development in addition to teaching and research. Candidates should be comfortable working independently and interacting with criminal justice executives. Please
visit our website at www.fau.edu for more info on FAU, our campuses and our department. Please submit a letter of application including research and teaching interests, a curriculum vita, and contact information for 3 references by December 31, 2002 to: Dr. Mara Schiff, Search Committee Chair, Department of Criminology and Criminal Justice, Florida Atlantic University, 777 Glades Road, Boca Raton, FL 33431-0991. FAU is an equal opportunity access institution.

FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY
The School of Policy and Management seeks to fill two tenure-track open rank positions in criminal justice. A Ph.D. in criminal justice, criminology, sociology, political science, or related field is required. Candidates with only a J.D. will not be considered. Applicants should have a record of excellence in research and teaching. Areas of specialization are open. Salary will be nationally competitive and commensurate with experience. FIU is a Carnegie I Research Institution with over 32000 students. The University offers an excellent library and computer facilities, with a rapidly expanding infrastructure for sponsored research and extramural funding. The Criminal Justice Program currently has 12 full-time faculty, enrolls about 600 students, and offers the Bachelor and Master of Science in Criminal Justice. It is affiliated with the Center for the Administration of Justice, which engages in research, training, and public education related to the administration of justice in Florida and Latin America. The Center has secured over $17 million in external funding since its inception in 1984. Interested applicants should submit a letter of application, curriculum vita, and three letters of reference to: Chair, Criminal Justice Search Committee, School of Policy and Management, ECS-450, Florida International University, Miami, FL 33199, http://chua.fiu.edu. Closing date for applications is February 15, 2003. FIU is an Equal Opportunity Employer and applications from members of historically underrepresented groups are especially encouraged to apply.

FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY
The School of Criminology and Criminal Justice invites applications for a position at the Assistant Professor level. Ph.D. or equivalent is required. Applicants are expected to have a demonstrated ability to conduct and publish significant research or scholarship. Ability to attract external funding is also desirable. Areas of specialization are open. The appointment will begin Fall 2003. Review of credentials will continue until the position is filled. Official transcripts and letters of reference are required if hired. Women and persons of color are particularly welcome applicants. Please send letter of application, vita and the names of three references to Ted Chiricos, Search Committee Chair, School of Criminology and Criminal Justice, Florida State University, 634 W. Call Street, Tallahassee, FL 32306-1127. The Florida State University is an Equal Opportunity Employer, committed to excellence through diversity. FSU complies with the Americans with Disabilities Act and is a public records agency pursuant to Chapter 119, Florida Statutes.

FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY
The School of Criminology and Criminal Justice invites applications for a position at the Associate Professor level. Ph.D. or equivalent is required. Applicants are expected to have an accomplished record of published research and scholarship. Ability to attract external funding is also desirable. Areas of specialization are open. The appointment will begin Fall 2003. Review of credentials will continue until the position is filled. Official transcripts and letters of reference are required if hired. Women and persons of color are particularly welcome applicants. Please send letter of application, vita and the names of three references to Ted Chiricos, Search Committee Chair, School of Criminology and Criminal Justice, Florida State University, 634 W. Call Street, Tallahassee, FL 32306-1127. The Florida State University is an Equal Opportunity Employer, committed to excellence through diversity. FSU complies with the Americans with Disabilities Act and is a public records agency pursuant to Chapter 119, Florida Statutes.

FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY
The School of Criminology and Criminal Justice invites applications for Full Professor The person appointed to this position must have a national reputation for research and scholarship and a strong agenda for continued research productivity. The successful applicant will participate as a tenured full professor in the School. Areas of specialization are open. The appointment will begin by mutual agreement. Review of credentials will continue until the position is filled. Please send letter of application and vita to Ted Chiricos, Search Committee Chair, School of Criminology and Criminal Justice, Florida State University, 634 W. Call Street, Tallahassee, FL 32306-1127. The Florida State University is an Equal Opportunity Employer, committed to excellence through diversity. FSU complies with the Americans with Disabilities Act and is a public records agency pursuant to Chapter 119, Florida Statutes.

INDIANA STATE UNIVERSITY
Assistant Professor (2 positions) (full-time, 9-month appointments, tenure-track, possible summer teaching). Begin August 13, 2003. Criminology/criminal justice generalists. One position with special interest in corrections preferred. One position with special interest in law enforcement preferred. Doctorate in Criminology/Criminal Justice or closely related field (Ph.D. or equivalent preferred, A.B.D. with firm completion date considered). J.D. alone is not appropriate for these positions. If the degree is not in Criminology/Criminal Justice, an identifiable track or specialization in Criminology/Criminal Justice is necessary. Criminal
justice agency experience, publication in refereed journals, and evidence of successful grant activity are desired. Positions require teaching undergraduate and graduate courses (including distance education, specifically web-based), advising students, scholarly research and publication, and university and community service. Competitive salary with excellent benefits. Positions open until filled. Screening begins January 13, 2003. Send letter of application, curriculum vitae, three letters of reference (official transcripts will be required prior to any interviews), and any other supporting material to: Mark S. Hamm, Chair, Search Committee, Department of Criminology, Indiana State University, Terre Haute, IN 47809; (812) 237-2192, voice; (812) 237-2407, fax; crsstats@sci.fac.indstate.edu. Indiana State University is committed to enhancing the cultural diversity among its faculty and staff and is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer. www.indstate.edu/crim.

INSTITUTE FOR LAW AND JUSTICE
The Institute for Law and Justice, a criminal justice research and consulting firm since 1979, (in Alexandria, VA), has an immediate opening for an experienced, self-starter to serve as project director on criminal justice research and evaluation projects. Responsibilities include a variety of research methods, survey design and analysis, analyzing data, interviewing, and writing reports and proposals. Requirements include Ph.D. (criminal justice or social science), experience on criminal justice research efforts, experience with standard statistical packages, excellent oral and writing skills, and willingness to work hard in a fast-paced but friendly and supportive environment. Some travel required. Salary based on experience, plus excellent benefits (health care, pension). EOE. Fax cover letter with salary requirements, and resume with references to: 703-739-5533 or email to: jobsearch@ilij.org. You may also mail your resume to: ILIJ, 1018 Duke Street, Alexandria, VA 22314. Visit www.ilij.org for background information.

KENT STATE UNIVERSITY
Department of Justice Studies – Chairperson. Applications are invited for this full-time, twelve-month appointment to begin as early as July 1, 2003. Serves as the major administrative officer of a multi-disciplinary department representing sociology, psychology, and political science with a range of Justice subjects encompassing crime and delinquency, law enforcement, and courts and corrections. Administers, plans, coordinates, publicizes, and reports upon the activities of the department and its offices and academic programs. Qualifications: Ph.D. in Justice Studies or related field, hold or be eligible for a tenured full professorship required. Demonstrate record of academic and scholarly achievement; the ability to work well with students, faculty, administrative personnel, and the community essential. Potential for effective administration of the department, and a strong interest in developing and maintaining an effective advising system, a strong teaching program, and a strong program of scholarship, publications, and grant writing required. Application Deadline: December 31, 2002 or until filled. Applications will be reviewed as they are received. To apply, please submit letter of application including summary of administrative experience and emphasis on the candidate’s vision for the future of the department, vita, and the names and addresses of at least three (3) references to: Chair, search Committee, Department of Justice Studies, Kent State University, P.O. Box 5190, Kent, OH 44242-0001. Additional information is available at http://www.kent.edu/cjst/. Kent State University is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

MARIST COLLEGE
Marist College invites application for two tenure-track positions at the rank of Assistant or Associate Professor of Criminal Justice, beginning Fall 2003. The criminal justice program offers the undergraduate degree, a dual degree in criminal justice and psychology, and a five-year program for the BS in criminal justice and the MPA from the School of Management. The program is noted for its strong theoretical foundation combined with sophisticated practical assignments. The program enjoys the respect of the broader criminal justice community. The program is in the School of Social and Behavioral Sciences along with psychology, teacher certification, and social work. The School also offers graduate degrees in psychology. The successful candidates will have a Ph.D. in Criminal Justice, Criminology or other related field. College level teaching experience is strongly preferred. Scholarly activity, student advisement, and service to the College, students and the community are expected. One position will be filled by a generalist in criminal justice who will teach Introduction to Criminal Justice, Criminal Law, Juvenile Delinquency as well as other courses based on the candidate’s area of research/scholarship specialization. The successful candidate for the second position will have some expertise in one or more of the emerging fields of forensic criminal justice, international criminal justice, cyber crime and terrorism. This position is designed to fulfill developing needs for joint ventures with programs in science, computer science, and psychology. Both positions may include opportunities to teach at the graduate level through the concentration in criminal justice in the MPA program. Candidates may be expected to teach at alternate sites and/or in alternative delivery formats. Marist College is a comprehensive, independent, liberal arts institution known for its excellence in teaching. It is located in Poughkeepsie, New York midway between and other under-represented groups. Review of applications will begin immediately and continue until the positions are filled. Submit a letter of application, vita, and the names and telephone numbers of three professional references to: Margaret R. Calista, Dean, School of Social and Behavioral Sciences, MPO-905/CR, Marist College, North Road, Poughkeepsie, NY 12601-1387. An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.
the position is filled. NMU is an Equal Opportunity, Affirmative Action Employer and is strongly committed to increasing the diversity of its faculty. University Information:  http://www.nmu.edu.

**OHIO UNIVERSITY**
The Department of Sociology and Anthropology seeks a tenure-track Assistant Professor in criminology. Research and teaching specialty areas in criminology are open, but applicants should be broadly trained as criminologists and prepared to teach a range of undergraduate and graduate courses. Candidates should have Ph.D. completed at time of appointment. Ohio University is a Research Extensive institution with approximately 19,5000 students, located seventy-five miles south east of Columbus, Ohio. The College of Arts and Sciences includes 340 tenure-stream faculty members and contains 19 departments, most of which offer graduate degrees. Further information about Ohio University is available at:  http://www.cas.ohiou.edu. Send cover letter, c.v., publications or other samples of scholarly writing, evidence of teaching effectiveness, and three letters of reference to Leon Anderson, Chair, Department of Sociology and Anthropology, Ohio University, Athens, OH 45701-2979.  Review of applications begins October 1, 2002. Ohio University is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer.

**PRAIRIE VIEW A&M UNIVERSITY**
Prairie View A&M University is one of three constitutionally-designated “institutions of the first class” in Texas. The main campus is located approximately 25 miles northwest of Houston, TX, on U.S. Highway 290 with enrollment of over 7000. The School of Juvenile Justice & Psychology is approximately 5 years old and offers undergraduate degrees in criminal justice and psychology, master’s degrees in juvenile justice and juvenile forensic psychology, and a Ph.D., in juvenile justice. Professor of Criminal Justice/ Juvenile Justice: Applicants must have a Doctorate degree in Criminology or Criminal Justice and/or related field with experience in graduate teaching and research. Candidates are expected to have qualifications appropriate for rank at full professor and may be able to negotiate tenure and a competitive salary. The JD is not an appropriate degree for this position. Preference will be given to those who have 8 years experience with specialization in juvenile justice and background and interest in the training of Ph.D. students for this newly developed field of Juvenile Justice. For further information, contact Dr. Frank P. Williams III at 936/857-3836 or e-mail Frank_Williams@pvamu.edu. Appointment: September 1, 2003. Interested applicants must submit a letter of application, vitae, and three letters of reference to: Prairie View A&M University, Office of Human Resources, P.O. Box 5, Prairie View, TX 77446. Prairie View A&M University is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer.

**ROCHESTER INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY**
The Rochester Institute of Technology seeks applicants for the position of Chairperson of the Criminal Justice Department. The position will be filled at the Associate or Full Professor level. The Department has six full time faculty members, approximately 140 majors, and 190 minors. The Department offers a BS degree in Criminal Justice and supports other undergraduate and graduate programs throughout the university. The Chairperson is expected to lead the Department in its development of the following academic tracks: the administration of justice, criminology, law-related studies, and technology in criminal justice. Candidates must have a Ph.D. in Criminology, Criminal Justice, or a related social science discipline. The ideal candidate will have an established record of teaching, research in the field, and experience in academic administration. Applicants must provide a statement describing their qualifications and interest in the position, along with a curriculum vitae and contact information for at least three references. Applications should be sent to: James J. Winebrake, Ph.D., Criminal Justice Search Committee Chair, Chair, Public Policy Program, Rochester Institute of Technology, 92 Lomb Memorial Drive, Rochester, NY 14623-5604, jjw@rit.edu. Applications will be reviewed beginning December 16, 2002 and will continue until the position is filled. RIT is an Equal Opportunity, Affirmative Action Employer looking for individuals with an ability to contribute in meaningful ways to the Institute’s commitment to cultural diversity and pluralism.

**SAINT LOUIS UNIVERSITY**
Saint Louis University, a Catholic, Jesuit institution dedicated to education, research and healthcare, is seeking applicants for the Department of Sociology and Criminal Justice. The full-time tenure-track position at the Assistant Professor level begins fall semester 2003. A doctorate in Criminal Justice, Criminology, or Sociology with strong research and teaching skills is required. Saint Louis University is classified as a Research Extensive Institution by the Carnegie Foundation. Teaching and research interests in one or more of the following areas are desirable — Law Enforcement and Law Enforcement Administration, Cyber-crime, and Technology and Policing. The department offers a B.A. in Criminal Justice, a B.A. in Sociology, and a certificate program in forensic science in conjunction with the Departments of Biology and Chemistry and the School of Medicine. Secondary appointments are possible at the graduate level in a number of areas, including Public Policy Studies and Social Service. The department has working relationships with more than 50 criminal justice agencies and organizations in the St. Louis metropolitan area. Send an application letter, curriculum vitae, three letters of reference, and representative publications to: Dr. Charles E. Marske, Chair, Department of Sociology & Criminal Justice, Saint Louis University, 221 N. Grand, St. Louis, MO 63103. Saint Louis University is an AA/EO Employer, and encourages nominations of and applications of women and minorities.
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY

The Administration of Justice Department at San Jose State University is seeking applications for two probationary (tenure-track) professor positions at the assistant/associate professor rank, depending upon qualifications. Appointment is on an academic basis, starting Spring Semester, 2003 (1/21/03) or Fall Semester 2003 (08/21/03). **Position # 000329 (Forensics)** - Qualifications: Ph.D. in Criminal Justice, Criminology or a related science field is required with an emphasis in forensics, criminalistics, investigations, and evidence. Required: Primary responsibility is to teach and take a leadership role in a new interdisciplinary Forensics Sciences Program with Administration of Justice, Biology, and Chemistry Departments Position starts Spring 2003 or Fall 2003.

**Position # TBA** - Position to be filled -contingent upon funding - Qualifications: Ph.D. in Criminal Justice, Criminology, or a related field is required with emphasis in areas such as white collar crime, organized crime, computer/technological crime, terrorism, courts, or corrections. A law degree in addition to a Ph.D. is desired. Primary responsibility is to teach in the core curriculum in both undergraduate and graduate Administration of Justice Courses as well as in the areas of specialization. Position starts Fall 2003 *(position contingent upon funding)*. Consideration of retention, tenure and promotion will be based upon effectiveness in academic assignment (particularly teaching) and on scholarly and/or professional achievements. Review of applications for **Position # 00329** will begin on **October 1, 2002**, and **December 2, 2002** for **Position # TBA**; both positions will remain open until filled. Please send letter of application, vita, statement of teaching interests/philosophy and research plans, and contact information for at least three references to: Professor Inger Sagatun-Edwards, Chair, Administration of Justice Dept. San Jose State University, One Washington Square, San Jose, CA 95192-0050. SJSU is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer. For complete position announcement please see our website at www.sjsu.edu/depts/aj or www.fa.sjsu.edu

SHIPPENSBURG UNIVERSITY

Assistant Professor of Criminal Justice beginning Fall 2003. The Department of Criminal Justice is seeking applications for a tenure track faculty position in Criminal Justice. The successful applicant will teach four classes per semester. Courses to be taught include undergraduate and graduate Criminal Justice courses in procedural and substantive law, structure and function of the court, and criminal evidence. The position entails undergraduate student advising, active participation in department, college, and university committees, and involvement in scholarly activities. A terminal degree (J.D. and/or Ph.D. in Criminal Justice or related fields) is expected. A terminal degree from an accredited institution must be in-hand on the appointment date and is required for tenure. A demonstration of teaching effectiveness will be required as part of the interview. All candidates must furnish proof of eligibility to work in the U.S. upon appointment. Qualified candidates should send letter of interest, curriculum vitae, official undergraduate and graduate transcripts, and three letters of reference to: Dr. Robert M. Freeman, Search Committee Chair, Criminal Justice Department, Shippensburg University, 1871 Old Main Drive, Shippensburg, PA 17257-2299. Review of applications will begin on December 16, 2002 and will continue until the position is filled. Shippensburg University is an Equal Opportunity Employer. Visit our website at www.ship.edu.

SONOMA STATE UNIVERSITY

The Department of Criminal Justice Administration has an Assistant Professor position (No. 101967), salary range approximately $45,000-$48,000, beginning the fall of 2003. Ph.D. in sociology, political science, criminal justice or related field. ABDs and JDs with appropriate experience or degree will be considered. Areas of interest include one or more of corporate/white collar crime; organizations, including comparative perspectives; policing; and media/culture and crime. Review begins January 19, 2003; no application postmarked after 2/19/03 will be considered. For applicant information, a complete job description and submission guidelines are on the web at http://www.sonoma.edu/cja/special/pa03.html. For further information contact: Patrick Jackson, Recruitment Committee Chair, Criminal Justice Administration, Sonoma State University, e-mail: jackson@sonoma.edu

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY, EDWARDSVILLE

One tenure-track Assistant Professor is sought for a new major in Criminal Justice Studies within the Department of Sociology, starting August 1, 2003. Ph.D. in criminology, criminal justice, sociology, or a closely-related field. Ph.D. with J.D. is also welcome to apply. ABDs will be considered, provided completion is expected before August 1, 2003. Demonstrated teaching and research expertise in the following area: judicial process, including sentencing, mediation, prosecution and defense, and diversion. Secondary areas of expertise to include some aspect of race/class/gender in criminal justice. Such specialties could include the criminal justice response to domestic violence, white-collar crime, or hate crime, as well as race, class, and gender inequities in criminal justice. The University and Department are committed to achieving diversity among faculty, and encourage applications from under-represented groups. Faculty in the CJ program generally teach three courses per semester and are expected to engage in scholarly activity and university service. For more information about the program and our department, visit us at www.siue.edu/SOCIOLOGY/sociology.htm. Letters of interest, evidence of teaching ability, examples of written work, curriculum vitae, official graduate transcripts, and three reference letters should be received by November 15 to be included in the first round of applicant reviews. Send to CJ Search Committee, Box 1455, Southern Illinois University, Edwardsville, IL 62026. SIUE is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.
TEMPLE UNIVERSITY
Temple University, Department of Criminal Justice, invites applications for a Director of the Executive Master of Arts Program. The Executive Master of Arts program is a professional track of the Department’s MA program designed to prepare administrators of criminal justice agencies for the challenges of leading their agencies and systems. The EMA program will begin offering courses in September 2003. The Director position carries with it an appointment as an Associate Professor, non-tenure track, and includes teaching responsibilities. This individual will represent the program to the criminal justice community from which students will be drawn and will lead the development of the program. He or she must be a highly visible administrator/scholar who is well respected by the practitioner community and who is committed to leadership development. Candidates who hold a Ph.D. in an appropriate discipline, have a record of scholarly work and possess experience as a senior agency administrator and/or consultant to criminal justice agencies are invited to apply. Applications from women and minority candidates are strongly encouraged. Temple University is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer. Review of applications will begin immediately and will remain open until the position is filled. Interested parties should send a curriculum vita, three letters of reference, and a writing sample to: Professor Philip Harris, EMA Program Search Committee Chair, Temple University, Department of Criminal Justice, 1115 W. Berks Street, Philadelphia, PA 19122, Fax: 215-204-3872, phil.harris@temple.edu. Details on the Department can be found online at http://www.temple.edu/cjus.

UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA ANCHORAGE
The Justice Center is accepting application for two positions: Assistant/Associate Professor with preference for corrections specialist (PCN: 301099); Assistant Professor with priority open but a preference for emphasis in either drugs and crime, domestic violence, or crime prevention (PCN: 301310-02). Applicants to the Associate level position must have a Ph.D. in criminal justice or closely related field, record of scholarly productivity and evidence of securing external support for research. Applicants to the Assistant Professor positions should have a Ph.D. in criminal justice or a closely related field (exceptionally well qualified ABD’s will be considered) and a research agenda. The Justice Center is an academic and research organization; its Alaska Statistical Analysis Center (SAC) provides research opportunities and support services. For information: http://www.uaa.alaska.edu/just/ Send a letter, resume, a writing sample, and the names of three references to: Human Resources, UAA, 3211 Providence Drive, Anchorage, AK 99508. Open until filled. Review of applications starts November 1, 2002. UAA is an EO/AA Employer and Institution.

UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS
The University of Memphis Department of Criminology and Criminal Justice invites applications for three positions: (1) a tenure-track Associate or Full Professor; (2) a tenure-track Assistant Professor; and (3) a non-tenure-track Instructor. The successful candidate for the senior position will have a Ph.D. with a background in clinical services, a record of working with criminal justice agencies, and an established record of managing large multi-year grants. The preferred candidate for the Assistant Professor position will hold the doctorate in criminology or a related social science. Area of research specialization is open. The preferred candidate for the Instructor’s position will possess a terminal degree and have experience teaching introduction to criminal justice and law related courses. Exceptionally well-qualified candidates will be considered for positions two and three if completion of degree requirements is imminent. Salary is competitive, with excellent fringe benefits. Please submit: a letter of application; curriculum vitae; names, addresses, and phone numbers of three references to Search Committee, Department of Criminology and Criminal Justice, 309 McCord Hall, University of Memphis, Memphis, TN 38152. Additional information about the Department is available at: cjincludeMemphis.edu. Review of applications begins November 1, and will continue until position is filled. The University of Memphis is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action University. Minorities and women are strongly urged to apply.

UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA AT OMAHA
The Department of Criminal Justice invites applications for two tenure-track Assistant Professor positions to begin August 2003. We seek candidates with strong research records or potential, as well as promise or demonstrated achievement in teaching, with Ph.D. in hand or nearly complete by August 2003 in Criminal Justice, Criminology, Sociology or the equivalent. All areas of specialization will be considered however, some attention will be given to specialties that complement or extend departmental strengths. The Department is located both in Omaha and Lincoln and the successful applicants’ teaching assignment will be in Omaha. Review of applications will begin November 15, 2002 and continue until the position is filled. Applicants should send letter of interest, vita, evidence of teaching and other scholarly ability, and three letters of reference to: Robert F. Meier, Chair, Department of Criminal Justice, University of Nebraska at Omaha, Omaha, NE 68182. The University and Department have a strong commitment to achieving diversity among faculty and staff. We are particularly interested in receiving applications from members of under-represented groups and strong encourage women and persons of color to apply for these positions.

UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA, LAS VEGAS
The Department of Criminal Justice at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas, invites applications for a tenure-track position at the rank of Assistant Professor beginning Fall 2003. Candidates are expected to have advanced statistical skills and will teach undergraduate and graduate statistics. Substantive areas within criminology and criminal justice are open. The candidate will also be expected to sustain an active program of scholarly research in the area of criminology and to participate in service activities within the
department, college, university, and profession. Ph.D. in the social or behavioral sciences is required. Salary is commensurate with qualifications and experience. Position is contingent on funding. UNLV is a doctoral-degree-granting institution with over 24,000 students and more than 700 full-time faculty. The University has an excellent fringe benefits package. Founded in 1957, UNLV is located on 337 acres in dynamic Southern Nevada. UNLV provides traditional and professional academic programs for a diverse student body and encourages innovative and interdisciplinary approaches to teaching, learning, and scholarship. Visit the department website at http://www.unlv.edu/Colleges/Urban_Criminal_Justice/. Send letter of interest, detailed vitae, and at least three professional references for contact to: Bo Cleveland, Recruitment Committee Chair, Department of Criminal Justice, University of Nevada, Las Vegas, 4505 Maryland Parkway, Las Vegas, NV 89154-5009. Review of applications will begin December 15, 2002, and continues until the position is filled. Specific questions may be addressed to Bo Cleveland at bo.cleveland@ccmail.nevada.edu or call 702/895-0246. For more information, see the UNLV World Wide Web site at: http://www.unlv.edu. UNLV is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer committed to excellence through diversity.

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH TEXAS
The Department of Criminal Justice invites applications for one (possibly two) tenure-track faculty positions at the rank of Assistant Professor. A Ph.D. is required in Criminal Justice or a related field. Appointment for the first position could begin as early as January 2003. Appointment for the second position will begin in August 2003. Both positions require the ability to teach criminal justice courses at both the graduate and undergraduate levels. Salary is nationally competitive, but benefits from a relatively low cost-of-living region. Areas of specialization are open, however, department needs will be considered when evaluating candidates. The University of North Texas (UNT) is conveniently located within the Dallas/Ft. Worth metropolex. The Department of Criminal Justice currently enrolls over 500 undergraduate majors and 70 graduate students. Applicants should send a letter of application with information that details the applicant’s research and teaching interests. In addition, applicants should include a curriculum vitae and contact information for five references to Professor John Liederbach, P.O. Box 305130, Denton, TX 76203-5130; Phone: 940/565-3464; Fax 940/565-2548. The University of North Texas is an AA/EEO Employer committed to diversity in its educational programs. Minorities and women are strongly encouraged to apply.

UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
The Department of Psychiatry at the University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine, Western Psychiatric Institute and Clinic has an opening at the level of Assistant Professor, tenure track for a position on the Pittsburgh Youth Study. This is a 15-year longitudinal study on the development of delinquency, substance abuse, and mental health problems in young males. The candidate will be expected to take a major role in the scientific and practical implementation of the Pittsburgh Youth Study in collaboration with Rolf Loeb, Ph.D. and Magda Stouthamer-Loeber, Ph.D., and be actively involved in scientific publications and presentations. Applicants should have a Ph.D. in criminology, psychology, or public health (or academic equivalent); relevant theoretical/practical background; and demonstrated evidence of research potential. Salary is commensurate with experience. For consideration please send a letter of interest, curriculum vitae, and three letters of recommendation to: Rolf Loeb, Ph.D., University of Pittsburgh medical Center, Western Psychiatric Institute and Clinic, 3811 O’Hara Street, Pittsburgh, PA 15213. Applicants are encouraged to respond as quickly as possible. The University of Pittsburgh is an educational institution and as an employee does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, ethnicity, national origin, age, sex, or marital, veteran, or disabled status. This commitment is made by the university and is in accordance with federal, state and local laws and regulations.

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA
Contingent on final budget approval, the Department of Criminology at the University of South Florida, Tampa campus, anticipates hiring one Assistant Professor and one advanced Assistant Professor to begin Fall 2003. Both are 9-month, tenure-track positions. We are especially interested in candidates who can teach advanced-level methods and statistics in our Ph.D. program. Specializations are open. Preference will be given to candidates who contribute to existing areas of emphasis in the department, have a strong potential for research productivity, and have a strong potential for acquiring external funding. To learn more about the department, the positions, and the application process, please visit our website at www.cas.usf.edu/criminology. The University of South Florida is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action/Equal Access institution.

UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR
The University of Windsor invites applications for two tenure-track positions in the Department of Sociology & Anthropology in the area of Criminology at the rank of Assistant Professor commencing July 1, 2003. These positions are subject to final budgetary approval. The successful candidates join a strong Criminology program in the Department of Sociology and Anthropology. The Department offers BA level programs in Sociology, Anthropology, Criminology, and the Family and Social Relations, and an MA and Ph.D. program in Sociology. The Department is distinguished by excellent research and teaching records, high student interest in our programs, and community-based research alliances. The new Ph.D. program specializes in Social Justice. For further information, please visit our website at www.uwindsor.ca/socanth. Applicants must possess a Ph.D. in Sociology or related discipline with a specialization in Criminology and have a strong research and teaching record. Applications should include: a letter of application, including a statement of citizenship/immigration status; a detailed curriculum vitae; a statement of teaching and research interests; a sample of scholarly writing; graduate transcripts, if a recent Ph.D. teaching evaluations or other evidence of teaching effec
WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY
The Criminal Justice Department at Wayne State University invites applications for the 12-month position of Department Chair beginning August 2003. Candidates must have a Ph.D. in justice studies or related field, currently at rank of Associate or Full Professor, with an excellent record of teaching and scholarly activity. Area of research specialization is open. Criminal Justice is a Department in the College of Liberal Arts and offers B.S and M.S. degrees to approximately 400 undergraduate majors and 40 graduate students. All major areas of Criminal Justice and Criminology are taught and faculty research interests are multidisciplinary. Wayne State University is a Carnegie Doctoral/Research University—Extensive, located in the heart of Detroit’s cultural center. Review of applications will begin on December 2, 2002, and the position will remain open until filled. Candidates should send a letter of interest, curriculum vitae and names and contact information of at least three references to Dean Lawrence A. Scaff; Criminal Justice Search Committee, College of Liberal Arts – 2226 F/AB, Wayne State University, Detroit, MI 48202. Wayne State University is an Equal Opportunity, Affirmative Action Employer.

WESTERN OREGON UNIVERSITY
Western Oregon University Department of Criminal Justice invites applications for one tenure-track faculty position at the rank of Assistant Professor beginning September 2003. A minimum of a Ph.D. in criminal justice, sociology or a related field is required; successful teaching experience preferred. A JD or other law degree is not considered a terminal degree for this position. Experience in teaching classes in community crime prevention, gender crime and justice, and research methodology are highly desirable. Responsibilities include both undergraduate and graduate teaching, scholarly activities, student advising, and service to the university and community. Please send application describing qualifications and teaching experience, particularly as it relates to the above courses; curriculum vita; and three letters of reference to Dr. Stephen G. Gibbons, Western Oregon University, Department of Criminal Justice, Monmouth, OR 97361. Screening of applications will begin January 6, 2003. Western Oregon is an AA/EOE Employer and is committed to fostering diversity in its student body, faculty and staff. http://WWW.WOU.EDU

EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
The Department of Correctional and Juvenile Justice Studies in the College of Justice and Safety is seeking applications for a one year, full-time visiting assistant Professor position to begin August 2003, potentially renewable up to three years. The Department houses a diverse and flexible faculty committed to teaching excellence and the application of social science to corrections and juvenile justice. The College, which has been designated as a “Program of Distinction” by the state, has outstanding resources to support the work of its faculty. Preference will be given to applicants with teaching and/or practitioner experience who hold the Ph.D. or are A.B.D. in an appropriate discipline. Other graduate degrees may be considered if accompanied by relevant experience. This is primarily a teaching position (minimum of 12 hours per semester), and candidates must demonstrate ability to teach a variety of classes in the area of juvenile justice and adult corrections. Salary is competitive and will be commensurate with qualifications and experience; summer teaching is possible. Review of applications will begin on January 15, 2003 and continue until the position is filled. Prospective candidates should send a detailed letter of application, a curriculum vita, complete contact information for three academic references, and copies of graduate transcripts to: Kevin I. Minor, Chair, Department of Correctional and Juvenile Justice Studies, Eastern Kentucky University, Stratton 105, 521 Lancaster Avenue, Richmond, KY 40475-3102. Please visit www.corrections.eku.edu for additional information. Eastern Kentucky University is an EO/AA Employer.

PORTLAND STATE UNIVERSITY
The Division of Administration of Justice in the Mark O. Hatfield School of Government at Portland State University is seeking applications for a tenure-track position at the Assistant Professor rank starting Fall 2003. Areas of specialization are open. A Ph.D. in Criminal Justice, criminology or directly related fields is required; however, ABDs will be considered as long as the Ph.D. will be granted by the time of appointment. Applicants having a J.D. as a terminal degree will not be considered. Evidence of research experience and/or publication in the field is also required. In addition to the above qualifications, the Search Committee will give preference to those candidates with experience in teaching, grantsmanship or working with justice-related community groups. The application must include: (1) a letter detailing how the candidate meets the above minimum and preferred qualifications as well as describing the candidate’s current teaching and research interests; (2) a curriculum vitae; and (3) three letters of reference. Send applications to Professor Lynette Feder, Search Committee Chair, Portland State University, Division of Administration of Justice, P.O. Box 751, Portland, OR 97207-0751. Review of applications will begin on January 15, 2003 and will continue until the finalists have been identified. For additional information about the division, please visit the division’s home page (www.upa.pdx.edu/AJ). Portland State University is an Affirmative Action, Equal Opportunity institution and, in keeping with the President’s diversity initiative, welcomes applications from diverse candidates and candidates who support diversity.
LAW AND SOCIAL INQUIRY GRADUATE STUDENT PAPER COMPETITION

The editors of Law and Social Inquiry are pleased to announce a competition for the best journal-length paper in the field of sociolegal studies written by a graduate student. The winning paper will be published in Law and Social Inquiry and the author will receive a cash prize of $500. Submissions will be judged by the editorial board, and the winning submission will be internally reviewed for publication. The author must be a graduate student or law student at the time of submission. Entries should be received by February 15, 2003. The winner will be selected by May 1 and the prize will be awarded at the annual meeting of the Law and Society Association. Law and Social Inquiry publishes both empirical and theoretical studies of sociolegal processes from a variety of disciplinary perspectives. Please send your best work to: The Editors, Law and Social Inquiry, American Bar Foundation, 750 N. Lake Shore Drive, Chicago, IL 60611. For further information send e-mail to isi-abf@abfn.org, or call 312/988-6517.

***********************

ANDREW W. MELLON FOUNDATION/VERA INSTITUTE OF JUSTICE POSTDOCTORAL FELLOWSHIP ON RACE, CRIME, AND JUSTICE

Applications are available for the 2003 Andrew W. Mellon Foundation/Vera Institute of Justice Postdoctoral Fellowship on Race, Crime and Justice. The Fellowship encourages new scholars of diverse backgrounds to work and publish in this important field. One fellowship is awarded each year for a two-year residency at the Vera Institute in New York. Fellows receive a generous annual salary + benefits and research and travel allowances to pursue a scholarly project of their own design. Applicants must have completed a doctorate within seven years of applying for the fellowship. Applications are due February 3, 2003. Information and an application are available at www.vera.org/mellon, or contact Suzanne Mueller, Administrative Director, Research, Vera Institute of Justice, 233 Broadway, 12th Floor, New York, NY 10279; e-mail: smueller@vera.org; fax: 212/941-9407, to request a brochure and application.
CHICAGO MEETING HIGHLIGHTS

President Lawrence W. Sherman presenting the Edwin H. Sutherland Award to David P. Farrington, University of Cambridge, United Kingdom

President Lawrence W. Sherman presenting the Thorsten Sellin & Sheldon and Eleanor Glueck Award to Friedrich Losel, University of Erlangen-Nuremberg, Germany

President Lawrence W. Sherman presenting the August Vollmer Award to James Fyfe, John Jay College of Criminal Justice

President Lawrence W. Sherman presenting the Michael J. Hindelang Book Award to Barry Feld, University of Minnesota

William S. Laufer, 2002 Program Chair and Ellen G. Cohn, 2002 Program Co-Chair

Kenneth Adams, ASC Employment Exchange Chair

“Scooping” at the Ice Cream Social

Wayne Osgood, ASC Executive Counselor, and Todd Clear, Editor, Criminology & Public Policy “scooping” ice cream for Gregg Barak at Ice Cream Social

John Braithwaite, ASC Executive Counselor, and Henry Pontell, ASC Vice President-Elect

Christopher Uggen, ASC Executive Secretary, and Chris W. Eskridge, ASC Executive Director
INDIVIDUALIZED INTERVENTION WITH YOUNG MULTIPLE OFFENDERS
Ted Palmer

Foreword by Francis T. Cullen and Patricia Van Voorhis

Volume 1: California's Community Treatment Project

Part I: An Experiment in Individualized Intervention
Part II: Program Effectiveness and Matching
Part III: Review, Phase 3, Implications, and Key Factors
Part IV: The Feasibility of Community-based, Individualized Intervention

Volume 2: Issues, Theory, and Perspectives

Part I: Issues and Developments
Part II: Rationales, Theory, Ethics, and Trends
Part III: Perspectives on Community-based, Individualized Intervention

Volume 1 of this 1,173 page book details all aspects of the intensive, low case-load, multimodal, in-lieu-of-institutionalization Community Treatment Program that operated in three urban settings, including San Francisco, collectively for twenty-five years. Compared to randomly assigned controls, CTP reduced arrests and convictions, including those for violent offenses, by 35%-to-50% for males, on several years of followup within those settings; it also markedly reduced costs to society. Based on thousands of observations by on-site researchers over twelve years, key factors contributing to CTP's success are identified, as are the program's core operations, essential requirements, and main supporting conditions. The feasibility of CTP and of modifications thereof is examined at length, as are these programs' applicability to a range of conditions and correctional contexts, such as specialized individual caseloads within probation.

Volume 2 provides sets of concepts for (1) understanding serious young offenders as human beings--particularly their interests and motivations, their social/developmental needs as adolescents, and their related practical challenges, interpersonal issues, and ambivalence--and for (2) understanding why these youths do or do not respond positively to given approaches, to specified types of staff (parole agents), and to particular attitudes as well as relationships. It also examines the ethics of, and presents a social-protection rationale for, needs- and-growth-centered (NGC) intervention. Further, it describes several individualized, non-California based programs that long-operated within the USA and Canada.

In the final analysis, the book shows how and why intervention must be based on careful and updated diagnosis (not mainly on risk-assessments, checklists, and/or broad classifications), be quickly responsive to crisis and change, be flexible, and be focused as well as carefully coordinated, if it is to achieve considerable long-term, internally sustained, behavioral change and related social adjustment with multiply problem offenders. The bearing of community-based, individualized NGC intervention on today's restorative justice approaches becomes evident, as do the critical differences between such intervention and the latter.

CALL FOR PAPERS

ACA Seeks Article Submissions for Peer-Reviewed Research Journal

Have you just completed a research study or scholarly essay that you think would be of interest to those in corrections? *Corrections Compendium*, the monthly journal of the American Correctional Association, is seeking submissions for upcoming issues. Its international readership includes individuals involved in various sectors of the corrections and criminal justice fields, including individuals employed in academia, correctional institutions and community corrections, to those in probation and parole and juvenile services. A leading peer-reviewed publication in the corrections field, *Compendium* welcomes you to submit your research-based papers for possible publication. We are open to submissions on all subjects — provided that they relate to corrections and adhere to standards of quality scholarship. A typical article is approximately 3,000 to 6,000 words, excluding references, endnotes, tables, charts, etc. All submissions are reviewed by members of our editorial advisory board. Articles must not have been published elsewhere or be under consideration by another publication. Do you think you may have just what we are looking for? If so, please send your article on an IBM-compatible disk in WordPerfect or Microsoft Word format, double spaced, with any tables or charts at the end of the copy, and accompanied by a hard copy to: Susan Clayton, Managing Editor, American Correctional Association, 4380 Forbes Boulevard, Lanham, MD 20706-4322; or e-mail it to: susanc@aca.org. Please remember to include your name, title, affiliation, address, daytime telephone number, fax number and e-mail address.

HOMICIDE STUDIES

Special Issue on Missing Data

Homicide Studies announces a Call for Papers for a special issue of Missing Data. The issue will focus on problems posed by missing values, observations, and/or cases in homicide datasets, approaches to handling missing data in homicide research, changes in the patterns of missing data over time, and the impact of different missing data estimation techniques on empirical findings in homicide research. Manuscripts must follow the editorial submission guidelines of Homicide Studies. **Deadline for submissions is March 1, 2003.** All papers will be peer reviewed. Please mail the completed manuscript to one of the Special Issue Editors. If you are unsure whether your topic of research is suitable, contact one of the Special Issue Editors at e-mail or phone:

Marc Riedel
Ctr for the Study of Crime, Delinquency, & Corrections
Southern Illinois University
MC 4504
Carbondale, IL 62901
riedel@siu.edu
618-453-5701

Wendy C. Regeczi
Department of Sociology
Cleveland State University
2121 Euclid Avenue
RT 1721
Cleveland, OH 44115
w.regeczi@osuohio.edu
216-687-9349

CALL FOR BOOK PROPOSALS AND MANUSCRIPTS

A new series from Southern Illinois University Press: The Contemporary Studies in Crime and Justice series will provide a diverse sphere of coverage in criminology and criminal justice. The theoretical works for the series will either significantly build on past criminological theory or represent a substantial "paradigm shift." Those applied works selected for the series will focus on important criminal justice policy questions that have not yet received adequate coverage in the scholarly literature. The series welcomes submissions from scholars from a variety of backgrounds. Queries and submissions should be directed to:

Dr. Shaun L. Gabbidon
Criminal Justice Program
School of Public Affairs
Pennsylvania State University, Capital College
777 W. Harrisburg Pike
Middletown, PA 17057
717/948-6054
717/948-6320 Fax
sgl13@psu.edu
CALL FOR PAPERS

THE JUSTICE PROFESSIONAL
The next edition of THE JUSTICE PROFESSIONAL (edited by Roslyn Muraskin and published by Taylor and Francis) will be dedicated to the topic of Terrorism (papers presented at the annual conference of the Northeastern Association of Criminal Justice Sciences). For further information of sending papers for THE JUSTICE PROFESSIONAL, a refereed journal published quarterly, send inquiries to: Rmuraski@liu.edu.

THE WOMEN'S SERIES
for Prentice Hall, edited by Roslyn Muraskin, Ph.D., has two editions out: "With Justice for All: Minorities and Women in Criminal Justice" guest editors Janice Joseph and Dorothy Taylor and "the Incarcerated Women: Rehabilitative Programing in Women's Prisons", guest editor Susan F. Sharp. Anyone interested in participating in this series, please contact Roslyn Muraskin at Rmuraski@liu.edu.

THE SECURITY JOURNAL
The Security Journal is a dynamic publication that keeps you informed about the latest research and theoretical ideas in security and its management. Written in an accessible style, it is the world's premier peer-refereed journal for today's security professional. The journal is affiliated with the American Society for Industrial Security (ASIS) and has an advisory board which includes representatives from major associations, expert practitioners and leading academics. Empirically based research, using quantitative or qualitative methods, theoretical papers, and critical literature summaries are welcomed. For submission details, contact Professor Bonnie Fisher (Bonnie.Fisher@uc.edu) or Professor Martin Gill (Mg26@le.ac.uk). For more information about the Security Journal and publication formatting, see http://www.perpetuitypress.com/acatalog/Perpetuity_Press_Submitting_a_paper_for_the_Security_Journal_107.html.

WESTERN CRIMINOLOGY REVIEW
The Western Criminology Review is the official journal of the Western Society of Criminology, and we invite all ASC members to submit their research to the journal. Published twice a year, WCR is an on-line, peer-reviewed outlet for scholarly research in all matters important to criminology and criminal justice. The journal is intended to reflect local (Western), national, and international concerns. Manuscripts are submitted electronically, and all correspondence is conducted online to speed the review process. Due to the advantages of being an online journal, there are no page, color, or appendix restrictions; therefore, authors can include hypertext links and images at their discretion. Our evaluation process of submitted papers involves a brief internal consideration by editorial staff, followed by a blind assessment by two external reviewers. Replies and Comments to previously published articles are encouraged. All submissions should be formatted according to the journal's guidelines for manuscripts, which can be found on the WCR web-site at http://wcr.sonoma.edu. Persons interested in submitting their work to WCR should send inquiries to Gisela Bichler-Robertson or Stephen Tibbetts, Co-Editors, at wcr@sonoma.edu or at Department of Criminal Justice, California State University-San Bernardino, 5500 University Parkway, San Bernardino, CA 92407-2397.

THE LAW COMMISSION OF CANADA
The Law Commission of Canada is doing a call for papers. The topic is entitled "In Search of Security: An International Conference on Policing and Security". The Conference will be held in Montreal, Canada, February 19-22, 2003. The Commission is trying to access as wide an audience as possible for submissions. Please contact: Megan Celhoffer, Research Officer, Law Commission of Canada, 1100-473 Albert St., Ottawa, Ontario CANADA; 613/946-8980; 613/946-8988 FAX; mcelhoffer@lcc.gc.ca

JOURNAL OF CONTEMPORARY CRIMINAL JUSTICE
The Division of People of Color and Crime is sponsoring a special issue of the Journal of Contemporary Criminal Justice. This Issue is entitled "Minorities, Police, Crime and Justice." Ramona Brockett, J.D., Ph.D., will be the editor of this special edition. Manuscripts have to be in by January 15, 2003. Manuscripts should be no longer than 10 pages. APA Style. Please submit your manuscripts to: Ramona Brockett, J.D., Ph.D., Department of Political Science, Northern Kentucky University, Landrum Academic Center 217L, Nunn Drive, Highland Heights, KY 41099, 859/572-1320; 859/572-6184 FAX; brockett@mku.edu.
RENEWAL NOTICE 2003 ASC MEMBERSHIP DUES
(JANUARY 1 - DECEMBER 31)

Please check the appropriate box below, and return this form and your check (in U.S. FUNDS or International Money Order) in the enclosed envelope, or Master Card and Visa accepted.

TYPE OF MEMBERSHIP

☐ One Year ($80)
☐ Three Year ($225)
☐ Institutional ($300)
☐ Partner/Spouse ($85)
( one set of publications)
☐ Student, full-time ($40)
☐ Student Partner/Spouse ($45)
( one set of publications)
☐ Retired ($45)

MINORITY FELLOWSHIP

The ASC will provide a fellowship to a minority graduate student. Donations can be made along with membership dues. Please note the amount of your contribution to the Minority Fellowship fund:

$ _____________

DIVISION DUES

☐ Corrections & Sentencing ($10)
☐ Critical Criminology ($30)
☐ International Criminology ($10)
☐ People of Color and Crime ($20)
☐ Women & Crime ($10)
☐ Students ($5)
☐ Students ($5)

ASC membership required for Division membership.

1. Occupation __________________
2. Highest Degree Earned:
   ☐ High School ☐ Bachelor
   ☐ Master ☐ Ph. D. or other professional degree beyond Master's.
3. Academic Discipline: _________
4. Areas of Expertise: __________
5. Age group: 18-25, 26-35
   36-45, 46-55, 56-65, over 65
6. Nationality ________________
7. Race/Ethnicity __________
8. Sex ☐ M ☐ F

Dues include subscriptions to CRIMINOLOGY: AN INTERDISCIPLINARY JOURNAL; CRIMINOLOGY AND PUBLIC POLICY and THE CRIMINOLOGIST.
If active member dues are not paid by April 1, 2003, you will not be eligible to vote in the 2003 election of officers.

Name: ____________________________ Telephone ( ) __________
Position or Title: __________________ Fax Number: __________________
Department: ______________________ E-Mail Number: __________________
Institution/Agency: ________________
Business Address: __________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

Zip + Four

Home Address: _____________________ Telephone ( ) __________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

Zip + Four

Please check the following:
Publication mailing address: ☐ Business ☐ Home
Membership Directory Listing: ☐ Business ☐ Home
Telephone listing: ☐ Business ☐ Home ☐ Neither

Payment by credit card - MasterCard (MC) or VISA.

CREDIT CARD INFORMATION

Credit Card Type: __________________
Credit Card Number: _______________
Exp. Date: ________________________
Billing Address: ______________________
Billing Address 1: ___________________
Billing City: ______________________
Billing State: ______________________
Billing Post Code: ___________________
## MARK YOUR CALENDAR

**FUTURE ASC ANNUAL MEETING DATES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Month</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>Hotel Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>November 19-22</td>
<td>Denver</td>
<td>Adams Mark Hotel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>November 17-20</td>
<td>Nashville</td>
<td>DoubleTree Hotel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Holiday Inn Crown Plaza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Renaissance Nashville Hotel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>November 16-19</td>
<td>Toronto</td>
<td>Royal York Hotel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>November 1-4</td>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>Hyatt Regency Los Angeles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>November 14-17</td>
<td>Atlanta</td>
<td>Atlanta Marriott Marquis Hotel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Atlanta Sheraton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>November 12-15</td>
<td>St. Louis</td>
<td>Adams Mark Hotel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Marriott Hotel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>November 18-21</td>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>Philadelphia Marriott Hotel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS EARLY FOR DENVER

**2003 ANNUAL MEETING**

November 19-22, 2003 - Adams Mark Hotel

- Phone Reservations: 303-893-3333
- Fax Reservations: 303-626-2544

- $146/night – Single/Double
  (add $35/night for Concorde Club Level)
- $156 night – Triple/Quad
  (add $35/night for Concorde Club Level)

In addition, there are a small number of Executive Suites at $325/night.

You MUST mention that you are with the ASC to obtain these rates. Please be aware, to guarantee your room reservation, the Adam’s Mark Hotel may charge your credit card for the first room night.

## SUBMISSION DEADLINES FOR POSITION ANNOUNCEMENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Deadline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>January/February</td>
<td>Dec. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March/April</td>
<td>Feb. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May/June</td>
<td>Apr. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July/August</td>
<td>June 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September/October</td>
<td>Aug. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November/December</td>
<td>Oct. 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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